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ABSTRACT 

The thesis, Theologicd Refection with Calvin and Hobbes, draws on the insights in the 

cartoon stnp Calvin and Hobbes, as expressed by Calvin, a non-iiteral six year old and his 

transmogrified stuffed tiger. The thesis explores doctrines of death and beyond, God and 

human nature, using the strip as a lens to explore fresh insights for both theology and the 

culture within which it is situated. The stnp offers the viewpoint that human nature is just 

plain crazy, so with that as the basis, the thesis goes exploring. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1 Ccncrai Statcment of thz Problem 

The world of art depends upon the creativity and imagination of the artist as the artist 

uses the chosen medium to give reality to a creation. In the world of art. we move into a 

world where anything is possible, limited only by the imagination and the world the rnind can 

construct within whichever medium the artist chooses to work. Nothing c m  be assumed to be 

tme or provable by a prion or any other form of logic. 

ïhe  world of religion is bound by the statements of reality upon which the religion is 

constmcted. h Christianity? the world is limited by the Christian assumption of what the 

human condition is. and how Christians relate to God. however God is seen. 

Theologians have used basic assumptions about the human condition to establish 

dokgnatic systems. The systems are then protected from too much imagination by declaring 

what the orthodox is, thereby effectively limiting the Christian world. 

.&t and artists have opened the religious world. taken imagination and thought beyond 

the tenets of doctrinal systems for centuries. Art has portrayed religion in ways that doctrinal 

systems could not. As most artists were neither theologians nor church leaders their world 

view differed from those who were establishing the doctrinal systems of the church. 



What happens when we bring the open world of a cartoon strip, an art forrn, to a 

direct relationship, to a juxtaposition, with a ciosed Christian world view? We can either 

supenmpose the Christian world view on the art form, and use the art form to support the 

Christian world view, or use the cartoon strip to expand the limits of the Chnstian world and 

discover new and nesn insignrs. 

We are pan of a theological world view. We are not neunal. My world view is 

shaped by being a member of The United Church of Canada which was diverse fiom its 

beginnings. 1 am Canadian boni of European ancestry. beyond child-bearing years. 1 have a 

university degree in history and religious studies. and am well read in currrnt theological 

witings. panicularly witings by women. 1 bring al1 of these with me as 1 begin this projrct. 

This is the lens ~ i t h  which 1 will consciously look at the canoon. esaminine the 

theological themes which I find in the strips. The cartoon to be considered is Bill 

Wanerson's Calvin and Hobbes. Watterson uses both the viewpoints of Calvin. as stated in 

the dialogues or of Hobbes. also as stated in the dialogues. The strip offen an opponunity ro 

look at Chnstianity from a unique point of view. While there are more than 3.000 strips in 

the series, there is only one Calvin and Hobbes. There is only one Calvin. with one tiger 

narned Hobbes. 

In the Calvin and Hobbes Tenth Annivena? Book, Wanerson describes his principle 

cast. Calvin and Hobbes. In Watterson3 words: 

Calvin is named for a sixteenth-centuc theologian who believed in 
predestination. Most people assume that Calvin is based on a son of mine, or 
based on detailed memories of my own childhood In fact, L don't have 
children, and 1 was a fairly quiet, obedient kid-almost Calvin's opposite. One 



of the reasons that Calvin-s character is fun to wite  is that 1 ofien don3 agree 
with him. 

Calvin is autobiographical in the sense that he thinks about the same 
issues that 1 do, but in this, Calvin reflects my adulthood more than my 
childhood. Many of Calvi' s stniçgles are metaphon for my own. I suspect 
that most of us get old without growing up, and that inside every adult 
(sometimes not vexy far inside) is a bratty kid who wmts e v e ~ h i n g  his own 
éay. i use Caivin as an outici for rn? irninaturi~. i i~  a way to k t p  myseif 
curious about the nahird world, as a way to ridicule my own obsessions. and 
as a way to comment on human nature. 1 wouldn'r want Calvin in my house. 
but on paper, he helps me son through my life and understand it. i 

Hopefully as I work through this paper. Calvin will help me to work through somr 

theological themrs. Watterson also uses the animal viewpoint of Hobbes to @ve insights. 

He descnbes Hobbes as: 

Named after a seventeenth-centun philosopher with a dim view of 
human nature, Hobbes has the patient digniv and common sense of most 
animals I've met. Hobbes was very much inspired by one of our cats, a gray 
tabby named Sprite. Sprite not only provided the long body and facial 
characteristics for Hobbes, she also \vas the mode1 for his personality. She 
l a s  good-natured, intelligent, fnendl y. and enthusiasti c in a sneakin-up-and- 
pouncing son of way. Sprite suggested the idea of Hobbes greeting Calvin at 
the door in midair at high velocity. ... 

The so-called "gimmick" of my srnp - the two versions of Hobbes - is 
something misunderstood. 1 don' think of Hobbes as a doIl that miraculously 
cornes to life when Calvin's around. Neither do 1 think of Hobbes as the 
product of Calvin3 imagination. The nature of Hobbes's reality doesn't 
interest me, and each aorv goes out of its way to avoid resolving the issue. 
Calvin sees Hobbes one way, and everyone else sees Hobbes another way. 1 
show two venions of reality. and each makes complete sense to the 
participant who sees it. I think that's how life works. None of us sees the 
world in esactlv the same way. and 1 jus1 draw that literally in the strip. 
Hobbes i s  more about the subjective nanire of r e a l i ~  than about dolls corning 
to life. r 



Throughout the centuries, Chnstian Theologians have aven the Chnstian world a 

varie- of theologies, with the theologies establishing a variety of world views, some 

declared onhodox. having the correct doctrine, others not, declared to be heresy. There is 

not, therefore, a single theology to be considered, but several theoloçies: onhodos, liberal, 

radical. feminist. Relating a smp to Chnstian theologes, to these beoiogies. is a cornpies 

problem. Not al1 parts of any theology could be considered, or the work would be unwieldy. 

II Topic of Research: 

The topic of research in this paper is an exploration of three theological themes 

which emerged for me as 1 read and reread Calvin and Hobbes. I will anempt to let the strip 

speak and then use that viewpoint as a window to explore theologies, onhodox and heretical 

that have shaped Christian thought. 

III Personal Interest 

The concept of canoon strip theology first came to my mind while I was searching 

for a topic for a thesis. The canoon strips get my full anention first when I pick up a daily 

newspaper. In most newspapers, the editorials reflect a similarity to each other which 

upholds the political viewpoint of the editor, and the news is a rewiting of the television 

nrws of the da'. before. The strips. however. offer variety and nchness to the paper. While 1 

do not see theological and social images in al1 strips, Calvin and Hobbes has both of these, 

and a nchness of imagination, combined witb hizh quality art work. Two of my favorites are 



the one 1 cal1 the big chicken strip, in which Calvin sees God as a chicken and the one in 

which Hobbes3 final assessrnent of the human imase is that it is c r q .  

My interest in exploring the stips from a perspective of allowing the stnp to speak 

was piqued when I read Robert Short's work with Peanuts. His work with the stnp 

supponed his theological viewpoint and suted Shuiz3 ChurcR oÎGoci viewpoint. As my 

viewpoint is radically different from that of Short and Schultz, I wondered how this would 

work as 1 explored Calvin and Hobbes. 

I began to wonder, can 1 let the strip speak for itself, through the characters. Calvin 

and Hobbes. then use what the strip s a y  as a lens to explore the theologies. which I have 

found in the cartoons? 

A theologan am 1. erudite and c ruy  
Esplonng theologies. orthodos and heresy 
Equipped with the strip, imagination and faith 
1 am searching. explorin- for meaning in life. 

TV Literature Review 

The basic literature to be reviewed in this paper is the cartoon strip. Calvin and 

Hobbes. The exploration of three theological themes that 1 have seen in the smp is the case 

study in this paper. As Watterson, in a wrhten text in The Tenth Annivenarv Edition offers 

his insights into the creation of and themes in the strip. his witings will be used as a pan of 

the esploration of the case study. 

The use of modern entertainment art forms as a bais for theological reflection has 

been done by Robert Jewett in Saint Paul Goes ro the Movies, and by Robert Shon in The 

Gospel Accordine to Peanuts, and The Parables of Peanuts. Both Jewett and Short are 



Christian theologians, who write from within that world view. Jewett States that his 

interpretive nadirion includes Au=gstine, Luther, Wesley, Calvin, Barth, Kasemann and 

James Dunn. Jewett begins with his statement of the Pauline doctnne, then reviews the 

movie through the lens of Jewett's interpretation of Pauline doctrine. Jewett begins each 

chapter with quotations from Paul's \ÿntings, then reviews the movies, having the doctrines 

interact with the movies. Short also cornes from the tradition which includes Augustine, 

Luther, Barth. Shulz. author of the Peanuts smp was a lay preacher in the Church of God. 

Anderson, Illinois. Short begins his chapters in The Parables of Peanuts with a series of 

quotations from his favorite theologians, then reviews the smps through his interpretation of 

the theologies. 

The method of theolosjcal exploration in  this paper is detined and esplored in 

Christian Theolow. An Introduction to Its, Traditions and Tasks, edited by Peter C. Hodgson 

and Robert H. King. "Theology is the attempt to establish mutually critical correlations 

benueen an interpretation of the Christian tradition and an interpretation of the contemporary 

situation .-- 3 

Various writen approach the task. Such a hemeneutic is used by Elizabeth 

Schussler Fiorenza in In Memory of Her. Another collection offering a vanety of feminist 

perspectives is Weavin~ - the Visions: New Patterns in Feminist Theolow. Editon Judith 

Plaskou- and Carol P. Christ. state in the introduction " t h e o l o ~  best illustrates the universal 

in human experience through attention to the detail of human life." 4 

The theological background for this paper, with reference to how sorne theologies 

have developed and become a part of the Christian tradition will be taken frorn writinçs 



which explore the human image. Theologies which have been accepted as orthodos and 

those declared ro be heresy will both be considered. William James wites about the 

psychologka1 basis of rellgion in The Nature and Function of Relinious Exnerience. He 

writes about some beginnings of religion and the attempt to find where the story of God 

meets the human story: "For Our ancestors, cbeams, naiiucinarions, reveiarions and cock and 

bu11 stories were inextncably mixed up with fact." 3 Leslie Stevenson explores Christianitv, 

Freud, Lorenz. Marx. Sartre. Skinner and Plato in Seven Theories of Human Nature. 

Stevenson considers explorations across disciplines to be of v a t  value. as of an and 

"Discussion must be interdisciplinan to be fertile. for human nature is a topic 
which not only spreads across the phpsical and social sciences. but ultimately 
breaks down the boundary between the sciences and what have traditionally 
been called 'the humanities'. Our urgent social problems cry out for more 
anderstanding of human nature." 6 

Manin Buber in 1 and Thou, offers a different way of interaction. of treating each 

other. Religion and the Human Image by James A. Raschke. James A. Kirk and Mark C. 

Taylor examines what the authors cal! a gallery of human images. Nonhrop Fry in The 

Educated Imagination, offen wisdom on the importance of imagination 

50. you may ask. what is the use of studying a world of imagination where 
anything is possible and anything can be assumed, where there are no rights or 
wrongs and al1 arguments are equally good? One of the most obvious uses, 1 
think. is its encouragement of tolerance. In the imagination Our own beliefs 
are also only possibilities. but we can also see the possibilities in the beliefs 
of others." 7 

The Courage to Be by Paul Tillich, was used to reflect on issues around on death as 



he wrote on the e e t y  and fate of death, whvhich seems to be at the basis of theologies of 

death and eschatology. In The Idea of the Holv, Rudolf Otto writes that "None the less a 

profoundly humble and heartfelt recognition of 'the holy? may occur in panicular 

espenences without being aiways or definitely charged or infused with the sense of moral 

demands." a Paul Tillich3 ambitious tome, A Com~lete Histop of Ciuistian Inouant was 

used for a gneral background. 

The backgound readings on theology were found in three theology texts. Alister R. 

McGrath's Christian Theolocv: An Introduction, was used for general background 

information and in particular for the surveys of God, human nature and last things. Reading 

in Christian Theolorrv. Peter C. Hodgson and Robert H. King? gave some flavour of what the 

actual writers said and sounded like. Dorothee Solle, Thinking About God: An Introduction 

to Theolo-, p i e  me a clear understanding of conservative, liberal and radical theolom. - - and 
a definition of sin which was helpful. Marcus Borç, in The God We Never Knew states thar 

sin is a betrayal of relationships and a lack of compassion. 

Insights into modem theological thouçht and revisionin- were found in several 

witers' works. Marcus J. Borg in The God We Never Knew, offers a definition of sin as a 

betrayal of relationship and a lack of compassion. Borg is an ayostic about an afrerlife. so 

that death. for Borg, i s  a rnystep. we jusr don? know what is beyond this life. Borg's view 

of creation i s  that creation îs not about what happened in the beginning. but what is 

happening. Elizabeth A. Johnson, in She Who Ig, says sin is domination found in sexism. 

racism, classism, hurnanocentricissm, the created world is in God, and Cod is in creation. 

The human challenge is to change conditions in the direction of a new heaven and a new 
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earth. James Conlan in Geo Justice: A Preferential O~ t ion  for the Earth, gives a viewpoint 

on sin as the desecration of the earth, and our death is connected to the death of the planet. 

He offen what he sees as a preferential option for the earth. Rosemary Radford Reuther in 

Gaia and God An Ecofeminist Theolow of Earth Healins writes that sin is a distortion of 

relationship, which caused the creation of systems of controi wiiicn iegirirnize unjusr powrr. 

She reexamines the creation myths to show how the? ma? have been misinterpreted. As 

humans. we are of the same basic substance as al! other created beings, including plants. 

Death is part of the cycles of dying and living. Johanna W. H. van Wijk-Bos in Reimajininq 

God. The Case for Soiritual Diversitv, States thai we need to reimagine God in ways which 

challenge patriarchy and the injustice it creates. She offers a variety of animate and 

inanimate images of God which could enrich the way we imamne God. In Wh\. Christianitv 

Must change or Die, John Selby Spong offers the inieresting concept that sin is the result of 

having inherited a selfish Bene - not from an original or binh sin. 

The exploration in the three chapters on the theologcal insights in Calvin and 

Hobbes have also explored the first three chapters of Genesis intensively. The United 

Church docrrines have also been examine4 realizing the Basis of Union was wrinen prior to 

1925. and as there has been an immense amount of research and writing done since then, 

doctrines which are stated as official ma? not be operative at this tirne. 

V Methodology 

The methodology to be used will be a hermeneutic approach, drawing out some of 

the theological thinking which is depicted in Calvin and Hobbes. This is a case study 



approach, with the strips providing the basis of the study. as outlined in Roben E. Stake, 

Art of Case Studv Research, Robert K. Yin, Aodication of Case Studv Research, and Clark 

Moustakas, Heuristic Research. Desim. methodolop and Applications. 

Yin gives the following strategies for analyzing a case study's evidence: 

- Select the cases to be studied in the first place. whether following a 
single-case or multiple-case (replication) design 

- SpeciS what is beinç explored when you are doing esplorato- case 
studies 

- Define a complete and appropnate description when you are doing 
descriptive case st udies 

- Stipulate rival theones when you are doing explanatory case studies 
- Generaiize the results to other cases 9 

1 will study the cartoon both estensively and intensively. esplonng and inrerpreting 

the themes which 1 have dram from the strip. My study \+il1 take the fonnat of an 

exploratory case study, investigating the theological implications I find in the strip through 

careful open ended enquiry. 

Stake States that: *'Case study researchen use the method of specimens as their 

p n m q  method to corne to know extensively and intensively about the single case." ia  

I will closely examine five strips as the specimens u i n ~  a heuristic enquiring 

process. and I uill give descriptions of the content of other strips as 1 examine the 

theological themes that 1 see reflected in the strips. The strips are 'hterviewed" as the case. 

The strips are in a sense biographies of Calvin, yet wlth virtually every theme that is of 

concem to Calvin (and Hobbes) there is also a social and theological significance. 

The research techniques 1 will use are those outlined in the heuristic research 

methods stated above. As this approach does not seek to predict or determine causal 



relationships, I will examine in each chapter some of the theologies which are based on 

causal suppositions. As an example of the way I will use this process in examining and 

reflecting on the cartoon, 1 will use the snip story on page 198 of The Essential Calvin and 

Hobbes. In the strip, Calvin explores whether human nature is good evil of just crazy. 

Hobbes chooses crazy. As crazy was chosen in the stnp, 1 w 1 I  also use crazy as my operant 

view. With this as the operant viewpoint, that there might be a certain essential craziness in 

human nature, 1 will, in this paper, explore the question of the meaning of human nature, 

referring to doctines which have been held as orthodox, or declared to be heresy. I will 

esamine writins - bednnine - - with the Eden stories. with the view of the strip as the lens, the 

wndow used to see through. 

Both Yin and Stake refer to this method of study as case study research. The case I 

am studying is the Calvin and Hobbes canoon created by Bill Wanerson. As Wanerson 

created 3,000 strips, the case study needed to be defined within the framework of the 3,000 

strips. Finding my focus depended on two variables, the theological themes or doctrines 

which I found in the cartoon, and which strips would use as the ones to illustrate the themes 

1 had found in the cartoon. The focus had an outside restriction. Andrews and McMeel. the 

publishing company which holds the syndicated rights to the strip, - cave me permission to 

print five mips only in my thesis. 

This lefi me with the problem how would I choose which five strips to print in my 

theses? Would I select five stnps at random, then explore these five for theological themes? 

Would I choose doctrines and find strips to illustrate the doctrines or would I read the 

cartoon, finding theological themes and then using the themes found in the strips? I chose 
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the latter, then from among the themes 1 found. I lirnited my choices ro God. hurnan nature, 

and death. Finally, I found strips which 1 felt most clearly illustrated the themes. the 

theological topics to be examined in this paper. 

1 also decided to use the viewpoint of either Calvin or Hobbes or both. as Wattenon 

does in some strips use the stuffed animal character of Hobbes to shed light on religious 

questions. 

1 selected death as the chapter topic because it seems to interest the cartoon 

characters and because of the universality of death: al1 life cornes to death. First 1 esamined 

the strip to determine what the strip explicitly said about death, then I examined attirudes 

surrounding death held by some people in our society. Secondly. docmnrs were reviewed 

which have stated virws about death that have shaped Christian theologies and western ideas 

about death. As Short and Jewen had also winen about death in their examinations of the 

modem art form of the cartoon strip and movies, their witings were also used in my 

research. 

The second theme 1 selected was human nature, as the cartoon's approach was 

mique. 

For my third discussion, I selected the doctrine of God. Our view of the world shapes 

the way in which we seek to find God. and our view of God shapes the way we make 

meaning in the world. Calvin's view of God was unique. so I chose to work with his image 

of God as big chicken (fowl). 

The above themes are the ones I decided on, intuitively, as a result of my reading of 

the cartoons, recognizing that there are other potential thernes or sub themes. 
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Watterson challenges the existing attitudes, customs and mores of society. Calvin 

does not join a baseball team, nor does he compete for top grades in school, as an example. 

in heuristic research, a person brings their o m  lens to the case stu*. My iens is one 

of a challenge to the theological vision of the church, yet the challenge i s  expressed by other 

members of the church, it is not unique. My lem is one which sees restorative justice as a 

response to in justice and the recognition that al1 life on earth is of value. We have the ston, 

of humans seeking to be in relation to God, each other. and the created world. 

\? Ethical Issues 

While the ethical issues of case study research. which ofien centre on the information 

gathered in the research pan of the paper as a result of persona1 interviews did not apply to 

this paper, there were ethical issues of a similar nature. Permission had to be obtained to use 

the stnp, and how to quote the dialogue from other strips needed to be v e n  careful 

consideration. 

While a reader rnay see theological themes or implications in a work of an. the 

creator of the an ma? not do so. Fonunately in the case of the Calvin and Hobbes cartoon 

stnp, Watterson does state that he sees some of his strips as little sermons. i l  Watterson 

also acknowledges that a stnp can be annoying and sappy if the sermon is too heavily done. 

Because Watterson recognizes semons in his strips, the reader is freed to look for the 

theological implications. The reader has tacit permission to identiQ theological problems 

addressed in the cartoons. Watterson says he uses the animal perspective of Hobbes to shed 

light on religious issues, so the conversation of Hobbes m u t  be given as careful a 



consideration as that of Calvin. 

A second major issue is to use the matenal in a manner that would not compromise 

the integrity of the viewpoint in the strip. Watterson States that Calvin is not a literal six year 

old. 12 The statement that Calvin is not literal frees the reader fiom trying to maintain a 

literal interpretation of the strip. In fact Calvin is very imaynative and inventive. 

transforming in his mind ordinary people and situations into monstrous, amazing and 

entertaining creatures and events. Calvin is fond of "transmo~fication." 11 would seem 

then that an exploration of the strip that reveals truh and aids Our understanding of the 

world would not compromise the integrie of the strip. Watterson. in fact. claims that 

cartoon strips can reveal to us something of human nature and help us understand our world 

a little bener. Watterson also uses his own reflections about meaning in this book to hrlp 

the reader understand both the strip and our world a linle bener. 13 

\TI General Ovenriew 

Comics and cartoon strips began in the late 1800 '~~  so are just over a century old. 

While once regarded as low brow or of linle social significance, cartoon strips are now seen 

as, in some cases, a fom of social critique. However, whether comics are a part of the 

mainstream of thought or not depends on the cartoonist and the newspaper. Because comic 

stips are generally considered to be children's entertainment. there are certain editorial 

constraints on the content and the amount of controversial matenal that can be included in 

any strip. 
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Cartoon strips have been awarded Pulitzer prizes, and there are canoon collections in 

public libraries, school libraries and museums. Cartoons are becoming the topic of academic 

discussion in the social and polithl fields. Religious writers and thinkers are looking more 

close- at cartoon strips as social and religious statements. Robert Short put himself through 

university with talks and slide shows baseci on Peanuts. 

Feminist theologies, black theologies and liberation theologies are recent phenornena 

in the theological arena. These theologies do not fit into the categones of traditional 

European-based systematic theolog, and have been dismissed by some theoloçians as 

having linle value. These theologies reesamine the theological consrmcts, work at 

reimaging, reirnagining what God is and the relevance of God in this twentieth century. The 

term, "hermeneutic of suspicion," is a recent term. used to describe a theological viewpoint 

to investigate what has been written and why. 

This paper ~ i 1 1  bring together The Calvin and Hobbes canoons and the hermeneutic 

of suspicion. The themes that I have drawn from the cartoons will be the focus of the study 

and, using the v i e v i n t  of the canoon characten. 1 will examine theologies of death, the 

doctrines relating to the human, and the doctrines of God. 

In Chnstian Theolow: An lntroducrion to its Traditions and Tasks , David Tracy 

offers this definition of theolog "Theolo~y is the anempt to establish mutually critical 

correlations benveen an interpretation of the Chnstian tradition and an interpretation of the 

contemporary situation." 14 

The contemporaq situations 1 am reflecting on are presented by Bill Watterson in 

the cartoon Calvin and Hobbes. Perhaps because we do not expect a cartoon mip to deal 
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with dearh and issues surrounding death, we can be surprised into rethinking Our theoloey 

with new insights. 

issues surrounding death, in classical theologies, have been inextricably linked to sin 

and evil. The cartoon strip makes no such connection, offen the issues as being separate. 

and gives us an impiicit permission ro expiore the craziness ofsome of the dogrnas which 

have been accepted as onhodox, are perceived as free from any human error. 

Calvin and his beloved stuffed tiger, Hobbes, offer insight into the hurnan image, that 

instead of being good or evil. humans may be just plain crazy. Suppose the human image is 

one of innate craziness. Dictionary definitions expand the meaning of crazy from a strict 

definition of insane to a c raq  quilt of various sized and shaped pieces. and the crazed glaze 

on a clay article. Sometimes potters deliberately t n  to c r u e  the glaze in order [O make the 

ponery more valuable. So we could have then adamah. - clay eanhling more valuable 

because of the crazed ~laze .  

While the doctrine of God usually occupies the first chapters in systematic 

theologies, it is the subject of the third theological chapter in this paper. Images of Cod 

appear to be shaped as a result of how humans see ounelves, and we assert our need for a 

relationship with the Holy One. Wattenon offers a humorous image as Calvin looks at the 

image of God as a big chicken. 

One of the cartoon strips in It's a Mazical Worid says: "Let's go exploring. It's a 

magcal world." 1s 
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C h a ~ t e r  2 

Exoloration One: Death and Bevond 

1 

The strip, above is the final in a senes of nine stnps which deal with the death of a 

linle raccoon. In the strips which lead up to this one. Calvin is out with Hobbes when he 

fin& a linle raccoon that 1s badly hurt. Leaving Hobbes to sit with the raccoon, Calvin runs 

to get his mother. She sends Calvin for a shoe box and a clean dish towel to make a bed for 

the linle animal. However, in spite of the care, the little raccoon dies. Calvin is devastated. 

and wails. He States in one frame that he is cqing because. although the liale raccoon is 

eone. a pan of him is not gone in Caivin. in another frame Calvin says that in spite of the - 
shon time he knew him, he \vas $ad he had known the little raccoon. In the stnp just before 

the one printed above, Calvin stniggles with issues around death. He asks; "Why did the 

liale raccoon have to die? He didn't do anything." 



The senes of strips deals with several issues conceming death, grief: and how we 

seek comfon in times of grief. Calvin hugs Hobbes as a source of comfon. Calvin will hold 

the linle raccoon in his memory, with _nattitude for the bief  time he knew the linle raccoon. 

Calvin's question about the reasons for the death opens the question of death as a 

punishment for sin. 

Calvin wonders why the linle racoon had to die. The linle raccoon had done nothing 

so it would have to die. The reason why we have to die has been the concem of many 

theological and doctrinal writings. Ln the Christian tradition, the reason we have to die has 

been attributed to sin. beginning with the wi t inp  of Paul. It is the idea that death is a 

punishrnent for sin that is the basis of the doctrine of original sin. 

Calv~n's mother cares for the linle raccoon. investing her time in an anempt to 

maintain and preserve life. Calvin's dad takes t h e  to b- the liale raccoon after it dies. 

Finally. the stnp deals with the inevitability of death. 

In the printed strip, we see Calvin reflecting with Hobbes on his mother's starements 

about death. His mother told him thar death is a special part of the cycle of life. and as such 

it is part of a natural process. She does not give Calvin any stones about the little raccoon 

goine to an animal heaven. as some rnothen do. Instead she places the death of the raccoon 
1 C 

in the conte* of the fate of al\ living things: al1 must die, and become pan of the earth on 

which the! lived. 

Death is seen as a natural part of life process on emh, of the cycles of living and 

dying. In nature, death is not the enemy, but a fiend of the life process. The death pan of 

the life cycle is essential for the continuation of life on this planet. The renewal of life 
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happens when dead organisms, plant and animal, are broken down as part of the cycle- and in 

the process become nutrients for fmher organic groowthh. 

Humans do not generally cope well with the fact of their monality The fact that al1 

m u t  die who corne to birth is fkequently avoided Frorn the beginning, the Christian religion 

has centred on issues surrounding death, monaiity ana the possibiiiy of immortaiity. Part of 

the Chnstian m y h  has been built around a wondering how and why death is a pan of the 

human esperience. While no problem is seen with the death of other species. Homo sapiens. 

in the Chnstian tradition, have had a problem 14th the death of humans. 

Heunsric research involves the writer in an exploration of the topic from a point of 

personal experience with the topic; I will include this in the paper. 

Probably the most poignant experience with death as 1 worked at rny last pastoral 

charge - was with the issues surrounding the death of a six yar old from brain stem cancer. 

The child had been in a car accident when she was eighteen months old and had suffered 

from ineparable brain damage. She did not continue to develop mentally or physically. 

When she was first diagnosed with cancer, the farnily called me. We talked about how 

unfair events in her life had been, but not much about her death, in the three to six months 

we knew she had to finish her short life. 

Her father had been Roman Catholic and her mother was a United Church member. 

Because of their different faiths. the linle girl: had never been baptised. The father asked me 

if I believed that any child not baptised was going to hell. 1 said: "No!" 

In another conversation the father told me that he thought baptism was death 

insurance. Those who were baptised were going to heaven after death. I asked him why he 

thought thaî baptism was death insurance. He said: "Oh, you how,  the original sin thing." 



He did not want his daughter baptised at first. He said that the death insurance 

wasn't needed for his daughter as she had done nothing wong, and he wasn't taking her to 

church anyway. Because of the issues around the accident when the child was injured, the 

farnily had not been to church for over four years. Yet, when the beloved daughter was 

talked about death. 

Then two days before she die& I was called to the hospital. The fmily wanted her 

baptised. He wanted the death insurance, so his dau-ter could go to heaven. When she 

died, her brother and 1 made her hair into a halo around her bed. He said she could be an 

angel now. Her aunts wote poems about gneving for the girl who would never becorne a 

wornan. Paul Tillich wote about death: 

The ansiety of death is the permanent honzon within which the 
anxiety of fate is at work. For the threat against man's ontic self-affirmation 
is not only the absolute threat of death but also the relative threat of fate. 
Cenainly the anxiety of death overshadows al1 concrete anxieties and Sves 
them their ultimate seriousness. 2 

The anxiety of death was vivid in the case, and linked to the Eden myth, the biblical 

matenal identified with the doctnnes of the Fa11 and Original Sin, so even though the father 

tried to use rationality against the myth. he was bound by it. He could not see death as a 

natural process and wanted the death insurance to mve his beloved only daughter life bevond 

death. Even though God does not need baptism in order to welcome a child, humans seem to 

need it to deal with the ugly myths of God. 

Another implication is that eveiything is made of the same matenal, the eanh and al1 

species on the earth. We belong to the earth, and to al1 creatures on the earth as much as 



they belong to hurnans. What we do to these creatures, we do to ourselves, and to God, 

whose breath is the life of al1 creation, given at birth and taken back at death as in Psalm 

10429, "When you take away their breath they die, and retum to their dust." 

The Eden myth is a nch myth if we move beyond our particular brand of literalism. 

it cm oKer us a variety of ways io hi& aboui rcdig âïîd ds meaiiings: %?m arc ive 3s 

humans in relation to the earth? Neither creationism nor science are the issues of original sin 

(oririnal - blessine). - Our experiences of what it means to be hurnan: working the earth to 

produce food, the smiggles of birth, the separation of death, are all part of questions of 

human esistence. Al1 of these led Augustine to develop his docmne. the doctrine that Shon 

refen to as original sin, or b i ~ h  sin. 

In some cases, the doctrine is literalized to become understood as God's rejection of 

anyone not baptised. Whether we accept this doctrine or not, we espenence being hurnan: 

fallible and vulnerable. Our myths, stories and theologies are atternpts to address the 

experience. We need stones to explain what it means to have human anxieties about death. 

Part of the problem which causes the anviety of death may be the resulr of the 

making of the aones of how life on earth began. The beginning of the anxiety cornes from 

the misreading, the hanh interpretation of how life and death on earth began. Although the 

Eden myth does not say we were intended to live forever. it has been part of the n o n  for so 

long that few question the m ~ h .  The story of human death as bein- unnatural has been in 

the human consmicts about the creation stories for so long that fea read them wirhout 

imposing this interpretation. 
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In the beginning, it was assumed that humans, as al1 other life forms on the earth, 

would corne to death. From our birth cry, we grow towards death. Death was a pan of life 

in the be-ming, pan of the Eden experience and death was to remain a part of human 

existence. 

in Genesis 2 2 2  we reaa: :Ana (ne rib w h c h  the Lord God hcrd ;&en f i ~ m  ûie iliaii 

he made in10 a woman and brought her to the man." 3 

What the scnptwe does not say is that our mortality came as the result of that first 

human disobedience. The man and woman, the eanhlings were not evicted from Paradise 

because of any wrong doing. They were fonned From the clay of the earth, the divine breath 

breathed into the clay forrn. Th- lived as mortals. with earth's breath moving in and out of 

the clay fom - a fom which would Wear out. break. and the eanh breath would retum to the 

God who had @en the clay fom life. who breathed the breath of life into the clay fonn. 

Earth \vas to return to earth. 

In the careful reading of the passage, we find the conclusion that God did not intend 

hurnans to live forever in Eden. the h i t  of the tree of life was not rneant for human 

consumption. Once the h i t  of the tree of knowledge of good and evil had been eaten, the 

human had the facility to discern, to choose. The human was like God and therefore could 

not be permitted to reach out and eat from the tree of life and live forever, as does God. 

lmplied in this is the conviction that there is linle difference between nature of the 

disceming humans and the nature of the Elohirn? the angelic host. That small difference is 

the Elohm are irnrnortal, the humans are mortal. 



Why then do we build theol~gical constnicts about death based on The Fall? The 

human was not merely expelled fiom Eden because of eating the fruit of one tree, but to 

prevent the hurnan from eating the fi-uit of another tree. Late apocalyptic Judaism. and early 

Christianity interpreted th3 in a particular way and an entire religious constmct has been 

built on this interpretation. 

John Shelby Spong wrote: 

We human beings do not iive in sin. We are not bom in sin. We do 
not need to have the stain of our original sin washed away in baptism. We are 
not fallen creatures who will lose salvation if we are not baptized. 

We have rather emerged out of Our evolutionary pst ,  and we are still 
being formed. Our lack of wholeness is a sign of the baggage we cany as 
swivors of thar long, difiicult past. We are the bearers of what English 
biologist Richard Dawkins has called 'rhe selfish gene." When any of us gets 
caught in a battle for survival, even now our higher instincts still collapse and 
our radical self-centeredness causes us to engage in a tooth-and-claw struggle 

is what it al1 over again. That is quite simply a description of our being. That 
means to be human. 4 

In the writings of Short and Jewett, who have also examined modem art forms from a 

Chnstian perspective, death is descnbed as the result of eating from the tree of knowledge of 

good and evil. Both Short and Jewett accept one literal interpretation of the myth but do not 
Y 

reread Genesis to see if other interpretations are also valid. Spong States that we should 

dismiss the entire myth, but it has been too long in Christian Mitings for many to simply 

wite off' the myth as having been invalidated by the scientific studies of dinosaurs and the 

fossil evidences which remain. 

The subject of death is not dealt Mth directly in the Peanuts cartoon strips. After 

some of the earliest cartoons nothing dies, nothing ages. Not only does nothing die, there are 

no snips in tbe work that Short does on Peanuts that deal directly about de&. Yet Short 



entitles one of his chapters "The wages of sin is AAGK' s 

Short firmly adheres to the concept that death comes from 
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meaning the wages of sin is death. 

the sin of Adam and that only 

those who profess to be a Chnstian have any hope of life beyond this life. 

Jewett deals with death as he explores movies, quoting from Paul's wntings, then 

applying the quotes to the rnowes he chooses for the oasis OF his reflections. J e w e ~  f i ï d y  

upholds the theology that death 1s caused by sin: T h e  idea that "death" results from sin is 

prominent botb in our text from Romans and in the original creation ston in Genesis." 6 

Jewett also States that the idea that death comes from sin is the motif in the 

Eden m'h. as well as in Paul's writings. Paul does clearly state that he believes sin comes 

from one man, Adam. 

It follows that as the sin came into the world through one penon, 
and through sin came death. 

And thus death came to al1 persons, 
because al1 simed-. 

For sin was in the world before law, 
but sin is not put to account when law does not exist. 

(Rom. 532-13) 7 

The idea that death was the result of sin began with Paul as Jewett indicates. Also, 

the focus for Paul is not death, but the Law, and the gace of God in Jesus, the answer to sin 

and death. However, this does not seem to be what a careful reading of what the writer of 

Genesis says in ei ther creation 'tory. 

Spong, who addresses the Genesis account. wntes: 

Yet this Jesus had his roots in hurnan history, a fact that was validated 
by linking his death to a specific time when Judea was govemed by a specific 
procurator and the temple of Jerusalem was d e d  by a specific high priest. 
His full humanity was affïnned in that he 



died. Christian theology was born in the attempt to make sense of his death. 
His access to God was asserted when it was said of hirn that, when he 
ascended, he sent the Holy Spirit ro abide with his followen forever. a 

In Heuristic Research Moustakas cites a debate that Vermi had with himself which he 

recorded in his journal about the nature, meaning and essence of death. 9 If we fiee death 

from the image of being c a w d  by sin, and conclude that death is a naturai part of life on the 

eanh, then perhaps we could enter more fieely into dialogue about the expenences and 

mystery surrounding death. 

Death is unavoidable. It is the unsuperable limit in al1 of life. The hurnan image 

seeks religious symbols surrounding death to creare a map to the beyond. In o u  images. 

humans seek a picture of deathlessness, or a life beyond death, not bound by the v e q  real 

limitations of the human body. 10 

What is our vision of an afterlife? Whle many Chnstians would not like the terrn 

reincarnation, the Christian image does look to some embodied image beyond death, in 

which some part of what it means to be human lives beyond physical death. The Basis of 

Union of the United Church of Canada States: 

Of the Resurrecrion the Lasr Judgment, and the Future Ltfe. We beiieve that 
there shall be a resurrection of the dead, both of the j ust and of the unjust, 
through the power of the Son of G o d  who shall corne to judge the living and 
the dead; that the finally impenitent shall go away into etemal punishmen~ 
and the righteous into life etemal. 1 1  

This is one of the articles which set out the doctrine of the United Church that while 

it is still official, in my perception it is probably no longer operative in the doctrinal mindset 

of many people. The relevance of the docmne to United Church members is debatable. 



However, it is a part of the United Church historical belief system. and we continue to 

ponder. at least in theory, what a doctrine of reward and punishment beyond death means for 

us today . 

One of the greatest problems conceming the afterlife centres around imagining 

whether it is incarnate (physical) or 1s non carnate (spinnial). iji course we cannot h o w  the 

answer and science tells us we become a part of the earth, and o u  elements are reinvested in 

nature. earth to eanh. ln early Judaism there was no theology of an afterlife, beyond some 

kind of shadow world. 

The docmne of iast things has been traditionally named as eschatology. It appeared 

as the last docmne. the final chapter in most classical systems of do~gnatics. A do-ma is an 

officially a p e d  upon doctrine that sets out an anicle of a belief system. and is considered to 

be fiee of error. not heretical. The focus of eschatolog in these systems is future onented 

and Iooks at events that will happen at some future time, such as death and resurrection, the 

final j udgement and the ending of the earth, etemal damnation or etemal reward. This is the 

do-ma cited in Anicle 2.19 of the Basis of Union. which is second k t :  the doctrine of the 

church foms the last article. 

According to Moustakas: 

Heuristic inquir), requires that one be open, receptive, and attuned to 
al1 facets of one's esperience of a phenornenon, allowing comprehension and 
compassion to mingle and recognizing the place and unity of intellect, 
emotion, and spirit. 12  

I was, for the first twelve years of rny life, raised in a fundamentalist church that 

certainly believed in a literal hell. Hel1 was the ropic of many sermons that I heard preached, 
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and I lived in a very real fear of buming in hell. Although we lefi that church and joined the 

United Church, there are times when some of the old images and questions r e m :  What 

happens beyond death? 1s there. as the Basis of Union States. a time of judgement after 

death? Why do some people seem to need a hope of hell? 

This past June, while we were studyng the giobai perspectives component of 

diaconal education, four of us who were students were billeted on an Indian reserve in 

southem Ontario. The woman with whom I was billeted had attended a residential school 

and while she herself had not been sexually abused, one of her fhends was. As the woman 

and 1 talked, she told me that she believed that God would punish the ones who hanned her 

Friend in a literal fiery hell. In fact a11 Europeans must pay. 

Each night, afier our days of snidy. when 1 renimed to the billet, the woman was 

awake and talked to me. As she was a member of the Pentecostai Assembly, she did not 

know about the United Church apology. We talked about what it meant. and how it could be 

lived now. Still she said hell was where Euros should go. 

She invited me to attend her church on a Sunday night - and I went with her. Afier 

two houn of loud preaching and loud electronic music which reminded me of the church of 

my childhood, the preacher invited people to corne up and be prayed for. The woman pulled 

my sleeve as an invitation to go up with her. At firs~ I resisted. Al1 of the connections to my 

childhood were with me and 1 did not want to relive any of it. However. afier a moment. 1 

went because I felt I should; as if it could be part of the apology. When I stood beside her, 

she turned and cried in my arms. 
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Salvation is about healing and wholeness. M i l e  1 really did not feel 1 was healed, it 

for her, a healing moment. She could offer salvation to a Euro. It was indeed a great 

Later, while we were having tea, she said that now not al1 Euros would bum in hell. 

Perhaps the woman wanted a hell with such enthusiasm because she felt she had been there 

and wanted others to suffer as she haci sufferea. i roo 'nad heid the need of a literai hzll. Xzr 

issue has deeper implications of the suffering caused by an evil system, and by abusive 

people. 

Later, while we were having tea, she said that maybe not al1 Euros would bum in hell. 

According to Erasmus, when some theologians wrote so enthusiastically about hell, th- 

must have been there themselves. Perhaps the woman wanted a hell with such enthusiasm 

because she felt she had been there. and wanted others to suffer as she had suffered. 

Humans long for, hope for thing which the' do not have. If we have been abused, 

we hope for justice, if we have been hm, we hope for retribution. Hope responds to 

conditions of human agony by sending out visions of somerhing bener. When the human has 

been hm, damaged, then some of the eschatoloçical hope often lies in hoping there will be a 

just God who will some &y mete out punishment to the tormenters. Hel1 cm be the h o p  of 

the d o m  trodden. The hope tha~ the person who has caused the hurt will in tum be hurt can 

give meaning to the life of the victim. " 

Heaven would be a place where al1 those who have been wronged are vindicated: but 

would there be a spite in the validation that would make heaven less than the hope had been? 

For many theologians today, the eschatological hope is lived on the earth. We are the 

living eschaton. Marcus Borg expresses ths: 



This relationship with God. and al1 that flows fiom it, are the purpose of the 
Christian life. The invitation of the Christian Gospel is to enter into that 
relationship in which Our healing and wholeness lie, that relationship which 
transforms us by bepinning to heal the wounds of existence and makes our 
lives in the here and now a life with God. 14 

In one of the strips Calvin says to Hobbes: "What if there is no afterlife? What if this 

is al1 we get?" Hobbes looks around and says: "Oh what the heck, 1'11 take it anyay."  is 

The reaim of God which Jesus proclaimed was charactenzed as abundant. It was also very 

practical. already undenvay, built on relationships of loving and generous sharing of al1 

resources. It was not, apparently afier life because it was - and is - L E !  

Perhaps this is what it means to be here and now wth  God. All of the creative 

speculations about incarnation or reincemation that have occupied our mincis cannot prove 

beyond a reasonable doubt thar there is an afterlife. Perhaps this life is al1 we get. 

What the heck, 1-11 take it anyay .  
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Cha~ter  3 

Exoloration Two: Just Plain Craq! 
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The mip begins with the question that has been one basis of theological debate since 

the beginning of Christianity: "Do you think human nature is good or èvil?" Theologians 

have spent untold. innumerable hours in establishing points of debate on both sides of the 

question. Writings from the Bible and contemporary writings became the b a i s  of debate, 

spiits ana aivisions in the ihnstian church. Even those who chose categoncally one side or 

the other realized that there i s  some point that could be critiqued, or they would not have so 

firmly stated their side of the debate. Mile the writer of the doctnne declares that the 

witings are unconditionally true, or absolute tmth. there seems always to be some suspicion 

that absolute truth might not be so absolute at all. 

The story is told of a certain preacher who, knowing that the sermon has certain 

tlaws. wites in brside a nther weak argument: "ar-ment weak. pound pulpit and shout." 

As theologans have developed their theo logical irnperatives. constantiy claiming 

more reasonable interpretations of scripnue. the? irnply that others are therefore less 

reasonable. Frorn declaring that their interpretation is more valid, it is a vev short step to 

declare that their viewpoint is the correct and final interpretation. Many of the doctrinal 

systems which the church has accepted would appear to have been adopted in this manner. 

Supposing, just supposing, that instead of human namre being good or evil, we are basicaily 

as the strip suggests, just plain crazy. 

Hobbes says, from a boaoms up position in a very deep snow bank: "1 choose crazy." 

While the Christian ûadition has defined human nature as basically go04 or basically evil, 

the cartoon strip takes us beyond the good/evil duality to another possibility, that of c r q .  

Calvin, as he careened down the dope at break neck speed, seemingly unaware of the 



hazards that Hobbes saw and wamed him about, was engrossed in his philosophicai 

wondenngs about human nature. He offered that we may be good, or evil, or just plain 

crazy. Hobbes chose c r q ,  a diverse option. I have also chosen this divene option as a way 

of examining the human image. 

On2 ~f ihe dictionary definirions o i c m q  connects c r aq  to crazy quilt a quilt sewvn 

of patches of various sizes. shapes and fabncs. Our United Church came into being rather 

like a crazy quilt patching togerher of Presbyterian, Methodist and Congregational Union. At 

any v e n  time in the history of the United Church, debates over issues of doctrine and polity 

have produced a crazy quilt of disputes, merging and opposing opinions. Crazy quilts can be 

wann and cornfortable, as well as beautiful. In this sense, "crazy'' refers to a whole lot of 

mixed "patches" drawn together to please cye and hem. 

From a potter's viewpoint, crazed means that rhere are myiad small cracks in the 

elaze of the potte-. Humans are not perfect. We are imperfect - none of the universe is 
u 

perfect. Srars explode and implode; cornets and meteors careen about the universe crashhg 

into planets and other cosmic debris. We hurnans careen about trying to make sense of our 

lives. The image of a clay figure, with the breath of God in its lunes, cornpiete with a crazed 

glaze is an apt description of a hurnan. We are not perfect. Our very imperfection seems to 

appeai to God's affection. Knowing that can be comforting, when we set our craziness 

beside some of the orthodox theologies of human nature. 

Much Christian theology has been built on the rather gloomy assertion that we are 

basically evil. Sin is the common denominator that connects many theologies, and both of 

the other writers explored in this paper agree: the human image is sinful because Adam 



tripped and fell in the ~arden of Eden. [Calvinism (i.e. John Calvin, not the Calvin whose 

best friend is Hobbes) was big on innate depravity.] Short wrote: 

Because, then. of what the doctrine of original sin says about 
everyone, it will scarcely ever be popular with anyone. Even the Church, 
frequently attempts to flatter itself and to vin  hrnds  and influence people by 
watering dom Christ's bedrock teaching of man's basic and innate depravity 
* - 

The use of %Christ3 teaching" is problematic. Jesus of Nazareth walked the 

rarth, teaching and healing, upsetting tables and Pharisees. The concept of Jesus as Chnst, 

the anointed one, came later, afier the crucifixion and the resunection event. A second 

problem is that the idea of original sin came from Paul, not from Jesus. Nowhere in the 

recorded words that Jrsus may have said does he mention Adam's fa11 or original sin. 

Short also does not seem to see that there can be social sins as well as the - - o n p a l  

sin" of Adam: 

And so it is that much of the current "Chnstian activism" seems to be a smokescreen 
for shallowness, for lack of roots, for the activist to hide the fact that he hasn't the 
foggiest notion of what he's about. He is, as he likes to Say, "the man for others." 
And this is as it should be. But many are the activists today who, when scratched 
only superficially, reveal only the vaguest notion of what it means to be "for" anyone. 
3 

Shon clearly sites bis concept of origin-al sin. 

Fim of all, the doctrine of original sin (including the Garden of Eden 
story) is not so much concemed with how the human predicament got the way 
it is, as it is concemed to show what the human predicament is. And what is 
the "human predicarnent"? It is that each one of us, every man born of a 
woman, is born under the curse of sin, ("A curse cornes to being/As a child is 
fomed"), that we al1 have our own persona1 origins in sin, that we a11 
originate ths way in life - and hence the term "Ongin-al Sin.'' (This is also 
why some churches cal1 Original Sin, "Birth-Sin".) 4 



In staring that he adheres to the docnine of original sin, Short clearly aligns himself 

with Augustine and uses his interpretation of Peanuts to dispose of the Pelagian controven 

indeed Short definitely declares that controveny to br heresy. 

C'mriit. Srown souncis very mucn iike a foiiower of Peiagius, wiio aiso was 
-' accustorned ..... to cal1 attention to the capacity and character of human nature 
and to show what it is able to accomplish." However. Pelagianism itself was 
brought down to earth by being condemned as heresy at the third General 
Council in Ephesus in 43 1. But, as Pascal once complained the church will 
always have its share of Pelagians. One elderly latter-day pillar of the church, 
after having the docmne of Original Sin explained to her. is said to have 
exclaimed angrily, "Well, if al1 of us really are as bad off as al\ that. then can 
God help us?" In the case of Pelagianism, it is often dificult to know 
whether to weep or to laugh. 5 

Short uses the canoon strips to support his theological viewpoint even when the 

canoon docs not acrually mention original sin. Schulz attended a Church whjch would a-e 

with Shon so Short seems to use the cartoons in a manner of which Schulz approved. 

Cartoons can be used in a similar way in theoloptcal debate with the onginal debaten. and 

c m  corne to the sarne conclusions, especially if the basic tenet is not questioned or 

challenged by Short: hurnans are sinfûl in nature, because of the Fall. 

Jewen also supports the Augustinian viewpoint on original sin and he uses his 

theological perspecnve as a starting bais  as he reviews the movies he has selected. 

The fint man and woman, according to the myth, fell From their position in a 
perfect garden where they had been given satisfjmg relationships and 
fulfilling work. The story identifies pride as the motive that caused 
everything to eo awrv, with consequences that spread Iike poison to include 
ail of the future human race. 6 



Jewett also refers to Chnst as the second Adam. "Let us celebrate in the firm 

conviction that the second Adam, Our Lord Jesus Chnst, has opened the only path to jenuine 

peace ....." 7 

In its roots early this crntury, the doctrine of original sin. that human nature is 

basically sinful, was wrinen into the Basis of Union. 

Oj'rhe Sin of'iLlun. We believe that our first parents, being tempted, chose 
evil, and so fell away from God and came under the power of sin, the penalty 
of which is etemal death; and that, by reason of this disobedience, ail men are 
born with a sinfui nature, that we have broken God's law. and that no man can 
be saved but by His grace. a 

With the interest in current scholanhip in rne United Church, many United Church 

rnembers may now accept the concept of original blessing, as drscnbed by Manhew Fox. 

The scholars in the Weststar Institue do not generaily support the concept of the Fall. In this 

c r a q  quilt United Church. there are probably many viewpoints. The official doctrine in 2.5 

is probably not operant in al1 parts of the United Church. Sorne would support Augustine 

and others might wonder what al1 the debate rneans anyvay. I choose crazy. 

The doctrine of original sin, which has shaped Christian doctrines for centunes. 

began with an interpretahon of the Genesis stories of creation. As the second a o y  is the one 

which has been used as a basis for the doctrine, it is the second story that needs to be 

considered when analying the doctrine of original sin, and its rather gioony assemons 

about human nature. 

Let us reframe and retell the creation story. 
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In the beginning, God was al1 alone ifi Paradise. The garden was absolutely perfect. 

There were no humans in Eden at that time. Then, God scraped up some adamah. some of 

the cl- in the garden of Eden and poked and pushed and formed a little clay figurine. The 

little figurine Ïs a male figure, a little clay statue, but not aiive. So Cod blows wind. the 

brearh oirne universe into the figurine, and it is alive. The man, the earrhling is now a 

hurnan, with the breath of life moving in and out of its clay body. Then the female emhling 

is formrd from the male, and they are together in Eden. Seemingly, that would make them 

the first couple who lived together without their union being blessed by clergy. 

The couple was together in Eden, in a state of original ignorance of eood and rvil. 

Furthemore. they were told not to eat of the tree of good and evil, or they would die. 

However. with a little help from the serpent, a slippery character, their curiosity gets the 

better of them. Will they really die? Will they, after they have eaten of the tree, know good 

and evil as do the Elohim'? 

So they ate. It would seem that the motive that prompted them to eat was curiosity. 

Curiosity killed the cat, the adage states. The cause of eating was cun'osity - was the original 

sin curiosity? The doctrine that cornes from the story is original sin, which seems rather 

odd, if curiosity led them to eat. Whether Adam said anything to Eve when God placed them 

together, we will never know. Certainly, the words have not been recorded In Genesis 223, 

he does acknowledge it's rather nice to have her there, but he does not speak directly to her. 

The next words he says about her are directed to God: -The wornan you put here 

with me gave me the fnùt." 9 
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Not only is the woman to blarne for the eating of the fruit. but God also must be 

responsible, because God put the wornan there. There serms to be an original blaming, 

refusal to accept responsibility for one's actions in the story. 

Wanting to blame sorneone else for our problems . for the problerns we have caused 

ourseives, seems to be part of the human image. The desire to blame somcone for what we 

have done is the motif in a Calvin and Hobbes strip. 

Calvin breaks a small rnotor propeller for a beanie, then tries to blame Hobbes. The 

strip opens with Hobbes asking, "What are you mad at me for?" 

Then Hobbes continues: "You broke your beanie motor, not me. 1 didn't do anyhing..' 

Calvin still tries to blarne Hobbes. "You distracted me." The Adam-like comment is made 

by Calvin: sornrone else dimacted me. Calvin says that Hobbes distracted him. Eve musr 

have been a distraction for Adam. "1 am not to blame." -'I really am not responsible for rny 

actions.'' Adam blamed Eve. Eve blamed the serpent. Calvin tried ro blame Hobbes. Both 

Calvin and Adam say "1 am not to blarne." IO 

Hobbes points the finger back at Calvin: "1 did not, 1 was just sitting there. You 

broke it al1 by yourself." 

Calvin adrnits the wrong. Calvin is more honest than Adam when he adrnits he is to 

blarne. Calvin's life is in a shambles. His toy is broken, so he asks Hobbes: "But 

considering my life's in a shambles right now, couldn't you at least take the blarne?" 

Calvin is d s o  more honorable than Adam. Adam doesn't even admit hs life is in a 

shambles, he just blarnes Eve. 



The urge to blame someone else can result in a very ingenious response: create 

someone to blame. In another strip, Calvin daims an unacceptable deed was done by some 

rvil duplicate of himself, from a parallel univene. M e n  his rnother cuts ùirough his attempt 

to blame sorneone clse, Calvin repeats: "No. it wasn't me." i l  

h amusing facer of the smp 1s thar the canoonist does not tell the reader what 

Calvin has done. That is lefi to the reader's imagination. The reader enten the strip as 

Calvin prepares to avoid the consequences of his deed. Calvin does not wait for his rnother 

to find hirn: he goes to her with the excuse. His conscience lets him know he has done 

wrong, so he makes up an excuse. Adam put on a fie leaf and blarned Eve. Calvin had an 

evil duplicate of himself. 

In the orignal blarning session. the serpent is on the scene as one who asks Eve: so: 

what about the nee'? The serpent gets translated into a devil who makes people do al1 kinds 

of things. The serpent does not offer the h i t  to the woman, nor does he actually suggest 

that she eat it. All he does is heighten her awareness of the fruit. The serpent also leads her 

to wonder whether God has been truthful about the death that supposedly results from eating 

the h i t .  At another level, the humans are willing to risk dying for the sake of leaming. 

The figure of the serpent in the Eden myth cornes, somewhat changed from an 

episode in the Epic of Gilgamish. Here the serpent steak the plant (me?) frorn Gilgamish 

that had given hirn imrnortality. The serpent was the comrnon trickster figure in the ancient 

legends of that regon, even as coyote appears as nickner in Amerindian legends, or Loki in 

the Scandinavian sagas. Identimng he serpent with the tempter whom we meet with Jesus 

rrives us a Tester who lays out options in order to teach us what our values really are. This 
C 



adversary is doser to an examiner than to an evil being. How the tnckster serpent became 

the Christian devil is unclear. There is reason tu think that the concept of the devil came 

From Penian mythology. People tend to demonize the gods of others. 

Cruden offers this reason: 

There are several words in the Bible for various sorts of serpents. It is not 
always certain which of the many sons if referred to. The Hebrew word 
nachash is a general tem for any son of serpent. Satan is called a serpent 
panly because of various qualities of the serpent which seem similar to his: 
partly because he assumed the form of a serpent in Eden: and partly because 
the serpent was a common symbol for evil. 12 

Wherever the concept arose, there appean to be in the human psyche, sorne being 

ereater and more intelligent than humanity, whose mandate is the testing or destruction of - 
humanity or at least of ail Chnstians. Calvin questions the idea. In one strip we tïnd Calvin 

leaping from Stone to Stone across a creek as he asks: '-Do ?ou believe in the devil? You 

know, a supreme evil being dedicated to the temptation, corruption and desmiaion of man?" 

Hobbes answer sheds some light on Calvin's question about the devil: '-l'ni not sure 

man needs the help." 13 

Perhaps the logical (or crazy) conclusion is that the figure of the devil'satadserpent 

is a figure for humanity to blame w h e ~  the human is tempted by human desires to do 

sornething wrong, commit some sin. The devil is the evil dupiicate we create when we want 

to shift the blame for our actions. 

The strip used at the beginning of this chapter asks: -'Hobbes, do you believe we are 

good or evil?" The final response is: "Crazy." The closes penon to the totally depraved 

image is that of the bully, Moe. In various stnps Moe extom money from Calvin, pushes 



him around in hw class, steals his truck, tries to get Calvin to fight with him. 

In the concluding strip of a senes in which Moe steals Calvin3 tmck and pushes him 

around. Calvin is talking with Hobbes. Calvin asks: "What makes some people so greedy 

and mean?" '*Why is it some people don't care what's wrong and what's right?" "Why 

don't people try to be nice to each other?" Hobbes replies: T h e  problem with people is, 

they' re only hurnan." 14 

The s t ip  indicates that meanness, and taking other people's things. even nastiness is 

pan of human nature - "they 're only human." Some people are by nature petp and mean, 

but not al1 people. There may even be some meanness or greediness in al1 humans, as well 

as some kindness and some generosity. Hoviever. the stnp does not offer original sin as 

basic to hurnan nature. 

Debates about human nature. and whether we indeed are basically good or basically 

evil have been a pan of the Chnstian tradition. and continue to be debated today. Each new 

generation of theologians, it seems, needs to declare what is orthodox and what is heresy. 

Calvin's question sounds like the debates over the Pelagian connoversy. 

According to the Pelagians, humans are bom neither good nor eM1, rather humans are 

bom Free with the capacity to choose good or evil. Virtue and vice, good and evil are the 

nature of acts cornrnitted based on the decisions made by humans. Humans are responsible 

for their own decision making. If the choices we make for good or evil are of our own free 

will, we cm choose not to sin. Moe chose to be the bully of his own free will. He chose to 

seal Calvin's truck. 



According to Augustine. the corruption of human nature by Adams fa11 means that 

humans are predisposed and inclined towards evil. The human image is forever distorted by 

the fall. The bully was predisposed to be the bully. Moe does not have an infomed 

conscience. Perhaps he lacks a capacity to be empathr~ic. He may also be p i n g  to make 

contact in the only way he has leamed, which is by bullying. The rest of the world already 

functions in a hierarchy of violence: why should he be different? 

Debates about what the human image is have been influenced by evolutionary 

concepts and theones. 1s human n a N e  changng? Are we the same basic nature as sorne 

prima1 ancenor? 

Frednch Schleiemacher addressed this problem over a cenniry and a half ago: 

Another point that m u t  be mentioned 1s Schleiermacher's docmne of 
sin. This was very infiuential. Ln this he followed the general trend of 
Gerrnan classical phlosophy and certainly of the enlightenment. According 
to this trend, sin is a shortcoming. Lt is not a "no" but a "not yet." Sin arises 
because of the discrepancy between the grear speed of the evolutionary 
process in the biological development of mankmd and the slower pace of 
moral and spirinial development of man. The biological development is far 
ahead of man's spiritual developrnent Sin is the '-not yet" of man's spiritual 
development within an already h l l y  developed bodily organisni. 1s 

The "not yet" of Schleierrnacber is more hopeful than the fallen nature theologies, 

indicating that there is room for human development. However. when we see the way the 

worid is, the question is: When? in biotechnological research, the leamine have advanced 

fa ahead of biomedical ethics. The unlocking of the genetic code opens possibilines for 

altering the human species in ways we are still unsure of If anything, it sometimes seems 

that the peater the scientific progress, the larger the gap between ethics and propssing 

forwafd in the field of research into hurnan nature. However, the discoveries have allowed 
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humans to live longer on this planet. In the paradox there is the crviness of human nature. 

John Spong categorically denies the implications of the Eden rn* and offers the 

suggestion thar we have inhented a selfish , oene. 16 

What causes one penon to be altmistic, kind, generous. able to bring joy and comfon 

to others. whilr anothçr person becomes selfish, greedy, mean and destructive. inflicting pain 

and misery on othen? Surely both styles are human! What causes us to think we have to 

choose one over the other'? Dualistic thinking is ..... ? Crazy'? 

In one of the strips, Calvin asks: --Do you believe in evolution'?" 

Hobbes answers: "No." 

Calvin Further asks: "You don? believe we have evolved from rnonkeys'?" 

Hobbes final reply: "I sure don't see much difference." IÏ  

At times, when visiting a zoo, there are some resemblances that can be seen as 

monkey s squabble over food, f o m  themselves into hierarchies and scrarnble about 

chattering incessantly. However, we are told that we may not have evolved from the same 

common parent. Perhaps if the rnonkeys were cognitive of that. they would be quite 

thankful. We are also told that we are &l versions of the same earth, made from the same 

elements, at one beneath the surface differences. 

Dorothee Solle, in Thinking About God, gives a chart which could be used as a 

begiming point for a thrd viewpoint on what sin is, what sin means in a theological 

framework based on viewpoints in orthodox, liberal and Iiberation theology. Solle gives a 

one sentence summary of sin. "Sin is injustice and God is seen as justice within the Biblical 

traditions." ia 



Solle descnbes Onhodox theoloe, as: 

Separation from God on which other attitudes follow: 
Disobedience to God's wilZ 
Blinding of the understanding 
Corruption of the will 
Pride, arrogance, hubris 
Seeking above oneself, rejects limitations and creativeness. 19 

Both Short and Jewett used the Augustinian viewpoint as they reviewed canoon stips 

and movies. The acceptance of the fa11 which follows the Augustinian viewpoint has shaped 

much of onhodox theology. The desire to have the same knowledge that God has is viewed 

as the original fault, the original disobedience of God's will. Following this there is the 

human pride and arrogance of wanting to be like God. This has been translated into the idea 

of original sin, birth sin. It is an individualistic approach which offers an individual solution. 

a bom again experience or a process of admission of sinfulness which opens the way to 

Solle describes Liberal theology as: 

Separation from the divine, failing to live un to the real hurnan determination, 
Lack of iove 
Egoism 
Isolation from dependence 20 

According to Schleiermacher's "not yet", we are not yet living up to our fiee 

potential, causing the gap in our development between what is and what should be. 

Schleiermacher also uses the Eden myth to define his theology of sin as a iack of love. He 

does not accept a literal interpretation of the Eden story, rather refen to it as a sacred legend 

In doing so, he does not dismiss the importance of the Eden story in shaping theologies, but 



reviews the Eden story through the lines of hs thrological consmicts. in the last line in a 

long paragraph about Eden Schleiermacher wrote: 

The histoq of us all is related in this sacred legend. Al1 is ptesent in vain for 
those who set themselves alone. In order to receive the life of the world- 
spirit. and have religion. man must tirsr, in love and through love. have found 
humanity. 21 

Solle draws this interpretation of liberal theology from Schleiermacher's writings: 

This is where I see the sirengh of liberal exegesis, and also its 
weakness, which lies in the fact that it does not consider love and need of the 
human person for relationshps radically enough. Therefore sin appean as an 
individual deficiency, as failure, as remaining in egoism, but not as a 
structural power which dominates us and desnoys us. 22 

if the Schleiermacher idea of the disjunction between where we are in the 

evolutionary process compared to our spiritual development is combined with the lack of 

love, the combination is that the lack of love is the cause of the disjunction. Because of this 

lack of love. we will never bridge the gap between the biological development and spintual 

development of human kind. 

Who loves Calvin and whom does Calvin love? It is clear that Calvin and Hobbes 

love each other. However Hobbes represents Calvin's inner beine as well as his ability to 

love himself The love shared by Calvin and his parents is s h o w  in the linle raccoon series 

of cartoons. His mother helps hm care for the little raccoon, extending love together for the 

littie animal. in one strip his father puts his arm around him as he cries. He shares a love- 

hate relationship with Susie Gerkins At the end of the strip in whsch they have exchanged 

insults they each tiunk that the other likes hm or her. Calvin loves and is loved in the 

shared love is the hope of Calvin3 spintual development 



Solle describes Liberation Theology: 

separation fiom God which expresses itself in 
social structures and persona1 attitudes 
covetousness 
lnj usrice 
Alienation from oneself, the neighboun 
nature, the human farnily 
Self denial: wanting to be other than what we are. -t 

In his analysis of what sin is, Spong writes of the '-selfish gene". Ln the framework of 

liberation theologygy, this would fit under covetousness. However the covetousness would 

lead to the injustice of taking more than our share of resources, whether or not we are 

engaged in a tooth and claw struggle for survival. When the bully, Moe takes Calvin's mick. 

it is out of covetousness and greed. He does not need the truck for survival. The lust 

(covetousness) for more eoes beyond a struggle for basic needs. Moe may not even want 

Calvin's mck so much as to get a reaction from Calvin. 

While Wattenon would probably not state that his strips follow a liberation theology, 

some of the tenets of liberation theology can be seen in the strip. The issues are about 

injustice, separation from nature, separation from other hurnans. Watterson does see that his 

strip contains social commentary: 

In recent years, the strip has had more overt commentary to it. 1 didn't set out 
with that as a p a l ,  but I guess that's where my mind is. 1 always try to keep 
the strip funny and me to the characters, because preachy cartoons get 
tiresorne quickly. u 



Elizabeth A. Johnson names some of the sins defined under liberation theolop by 

Sol le: 

Feminist assessment of sexism, expressed in pamarchal structures and 
androcentric thought and action, and issuing in political and psychologcal 
damage to women, interlocks wi th appraisals of ncisrn- economic classism. 

militarism. and cultural imperialisrn produced bv svstems of the eanh 
identified by ecological theory. These are biases that derail intelligence and 
wreck the common good. :s 

The sins of cultural imperialism and militarism are both to be found in a cartoon s t i p  

which begins with Hobbes asking: '-How corne we play war. and not peace?" 

Calvin replies; "Too few role models," and continues 9 ' 1 1  be the fearlrss Amencan 

defender of liberq and democracy ... and you can be the loathsome eodless communist 

oppressor.. . we're at war so if you get hit with a dan, and the other side wins. o.k. !" 

Hobbes replies: "Gotcha." 

Then Calvin says go. and they shoot each other. Calvin gets shot in the head and 

Hobbes in the heart. 

In the last Frarne, Calvin comments: -'Kind of a stupid gaine, isn't if!" a 

While Wattenon uses the strip as a fonn of social comment to point out the stupidity 

of war, Schulz does not use his strip to deal with controversial issues. 

Schulz has frequemly been asked why Peanuts does not "seem to deal 
with controvenial issues ... likc war, or sex, or something similar," as one 
mident so aptly put it. The answzr to this question, of course, as Schulz 
indicted in his reply, is that Peanuts is more concemed widi gospel than with 
law. n 



If gospel means good news, where is the good news when Christian ideologies are 

still the basis of wars? The hurnan image certainly does appear to be crazy. 

Several of the Calvin and Hobbes smps are concerned with justice for the eanh. Ln 

one stnp, as Calvin and Hobbes wander across two h e s  of unspoiled forest, Calvin says 

-*People keep talking about opening up more wildemess for development. We seern to 

undentand the value of oil, timber, minerals and housing, but not the value of unspoiled 

beautv, wildlife, solitude and spi ritual renewal." 

Hobbes' animal wisdom is: -'We need to start putting pnces on the priceless." 

Calvin's reply: T e a h ,  if our woods are wonh a zillion gazillion, think wbat Alaska is 

In another strip, Calvin has a butterfiy, and as he wanden up to Hobbes, he says: 

Hobbes comments, "If some people could put rainbows in zoos, they'd do it." 

Calvin frees the butterfly . 29 

In Gaia and God Rosemaq Radford Ruether writes: 

Sin, then, as that sort of evil for which we must hold ourselves 
accountable, lies in distortion of relationship, the absolutizing of the rights to 
life and power of one side of a relation against the other parts with which it is, 
in fact, interdependent. It lies M e r  in the insistent perseverance in the 
resultant cycle of violence, the refusal to ernpathize with the victimized 
underside of such power, and the erection of systerns of control and cultures 
of deceit to maintain and justiS such unjust power. M 

If the sin is the distortion of relationship, the sin of distortion is shown in these two 

mips. The financial value of the saleable products of the earth is set in opposition againsr 

our need for the earth as a place for spiritual renewal. The exploitation of oil and hmber is 



linked to the industries which are increasingly in the hands of multinational corporations 

whose primary motive is profit, and the using of naturai resources in ways that endanger the 

earth and exploit those least able to defend themselves from the demands of the 

corporations. Sin is recognizablz in a mailbox full of advertising fliers three times a week. 

or in not respecting the tree as valuable because it is a place for a bird to build a nest. The 

distortion of relationship is shown in the distonion of the values we place on the woods. 

James Conlon. in Gco-Justice wrote: "Gco-justice is a preferential oprion promising 

justice for the whole Earth. In this perspective, no significant decision or action occun 

without assessing how that action or decision would affect the Earth." 31 

Calvin released the buttedy. Sometimes the simplicity of a cartoon strip can say as 

much as a whole volwnc on the meaning of geo-justice. The release of the butterfly 

acknowledges several things. Beauty is to be chenshed rather than possessed. Al1 Me foms 

are to be treated with respect and love. Hurnans can have empathy for other lifeforms. 

including insects. God loves the worid nor just humans. Salvation, or health and whoieness 

includes al1 of the worki. 

In classical theology, the doctrines of hurnan nature, sin and _=ce are connected. In 

Christian terms, these doctrines can have almost as many variations as the doctrine of sin. 

Gmce can be the free mercy of Go4 or the enjoyrnent of God's favor. Grace c m  also be 

given on human terms, as one penon forgives another, fa. beyond what the person deserves 

or asks for. Calvin receives grace from his parents in the strip. 32 

in one set of strips where Calvin receives p c e ,  he has pushed his motheros car 

across the road and into a ditch. He fears her reaction, and runs, and climbs up a tree. His 

mother finds him, tells hm to corne down. Calvin says: "F irst say you love me." His mother 



loves him, and forpives him. Calvin is not punished, even though on other occasions he is 

sent to his room. 

Another set of stnps shows Calvin having broken his dad's binoculars. Calvin3 y i l t  

makes him feel temble. he fiels like he is going to barfall zfiernoon. His father not only 

forgives hirn, he buys Calvin a set of his own binoculars. It is a gift, freely given to Calvin 

who does not deserve the binoculars. Instead of a punishment, he is given a @fi. 33 

While breaking the binoculars was an accident, he should not have been playing with 

them in the first place. 

In the Basis of Union. Pace is under article 2.6: 

Article VI. Oj'rhe Gruce oj'God. We believe that God, out of His 
meat love for the world, has given His only begonen Son to be the Saviour of 
Y 

sinnen, and in the Gospel freely offers His all-sufficient salvation to ail men. 
We believe also that God, in His own good pieasure, gave to His Son a 
people, an innumerable multitude, chosen in Chnst unto holiness, service, and 
salvation. u 

While 1 had read the Bais  of Union before, the second part of Anicle 2.6 surprised 

me. We are given by God to the service of Chnst. We are a $fi fiom God. It would be 

interesting to know what the writers of the Basis meant by this. 

Jewett writes about gracc. 

Several lines written during the period depicted in the film are a fimng 
conclusion to this nory. Charles Wesley had expenenced what Paul 
proclaims in Romans, and wrote these words: Chna 

breaks the power of canceled sin, 
he sets the prisoner free; 
his btood c m  make the foulest clean, 
his blood avails for me. 3s 



Jewett does consider humanity to be originally in sin because he also recognizes both 

individual and cultural aspects of sin: 

But when forgïveness, absolution - the experience of unconditional 
erace - is genuinely and profoundly experienced. it is capable of releasing 
C 

individuais and societies from the compulsion to suppress the truth about 
themselves and their life together. Grace alone can break the "Power of sin." 
And when it does, people are enabled to becorne asents of reconciliation for 
others, dispensing absolution to those around them. not because they have 
eamed such a privilege, but because they have been redeemrd by grace. M 

Short *tes in The Gospel According to Peanuts: 

But just as God "sends rain on the just and on the unjust" (Matt. 5:45), 
the love God bestows on al\ men can be felt either as a biessing or as a 
judgment, depending on one's faith or lack of faith. Charlie Brown, for 
instance, who on one occasion sorrowfûlly declared, -3 always rains 01; the 
unloved! " Was once 'saved by the rain!" when one of his inevitably lost 
baseball games was rained out. In (a) cartoon Snoopy is blessed even as he is 
"dying of thint," for he is -'satisfied" by the rain. But also in this cartoon 
Schulz seems to be using the rain to Say, in another way, what we have seen 
him suggest before; God's "fiee gifto' of grace through Jesus Chnst cannot be 
limited to any man-made chamel for that grace. "1 d o i t  even like the 
expression., 'take communion,' " Schulz has said "You cannot 'take' 
communion. You are a part of the communion. You are communing with 
Chnst; you are a part of the community of saints." Therefore, "let hm who is 
thirsty corne, let hirn who desires take the water of life without price" (Rev. 
22: 17) 37 

Short's definition of grace would be p c e  for an individual, not as in Jewett with a 

societal component. It isn't possible to tell whether Shon considers the @fi of Jesus Chnst 

to be a p c e  for the deeds we do from day to day that are sinful, or that grace is to remove 

the cune of original sin. Likely it is original sin, then continuing _pice. 

Concepts of grace, like concepts of sin, were part of the Pelagian Controversy and 

Augustine established his mode1 of grace at least partly in response to the controveny. As 



both Jewett and Short have accepted Augustine as authoritative for them, they would 

probably accept Augustine's precepts. Augustine developed three main concepts: 

I )Present grace. God's gace is present and active in a person before conversion, and _rets 

the person ready to be convened. 

7) Operative grace. Conversion cornes from God. and does not depend on any action by the 

person. 

3)Co-operative grace happas only after the tint two have taken place. Now the person can 

CO-operate with God in newness in life and growth in spiritual life in God. B 

For Schleicnnacher, grace was the state of the continuing fellowship with Chnst in a 

person's life and work. 

The original activity of the Redeemer, therefore, which belongs to him 
alone, and which precedes al1 activity of our own in this challenge, would be 
that by means of which he assumes us into this tèllowship of his activity and 
his life. The continuance of that fellowship. accordingly, constinires the 
essence of the state of grace; the new corporate life is the sphere within which 
Christ produces this act: in it is reveaied the continuous acrivity of his sinless 
perfection. 39 

Solle offers a chart which classifies the orthodox, liberal, and liberation theological 

models of Grace Justification and Healing. 

Orthodox Liberal 

Atonement 
Satisfaction lieconciliation 
Acqui ttal 

Forgiveness 
Images of "grace: Change of heart 
ransom 
Sacrifice Education 
Purification of the 
Healing Human race u, 

Liberation 
theology 

Liberation 

Change of social 
reiationships and 
Personal life 



Jewett writes of forgiveness and absolution, which is in the liberal model. yet in 

another place, he quotes a hymn which shows that he also accepts the orthodox vietvpoint. 41 

Jewettos viewpoint would appear to be a combination of liberal and orthodox, which 

may be quite common. Probably many Christians would adopt more than one model. 

with some blending, depending on their theological presupposirions. In some churches. as in 

the United Church, there would be a number of theologies operant at any one time. 

Short clearly states that he follows the satisfaction model in the neo onhoàox 

theologcal stance, which is in line with his constant defense of Augustine and rejection of 

Pelagius. 

The doctrine set out in The Basis of Union is a unique blend of orthodox and liberal 

viewpoints. In Article 2.7 the image is of redernption, while in Article 2.10 there is "nrw 

obedience to God", which wodd indicate a chanse of hean. This is likely due to the c r a q  

quilt blend of Presbyterian, Methodist and Congregationalist at Union. Probably today 

within the United Church there would be a mix of al1 three. The view of crazy just rnight fit 

- a real crazy quilt of what Face rneans. It covers a lot of thino. 

While Spong does not give a precise definition in Whv Chnstianitv mut Change or 

Die of what he believes grace to be, these sentences seem to catch his essence, and are in the -9 

liberation model. 

If we c m  oniy begin to grasp the possibility that the Holy God is not extemal 
to life but is rather the Ground of life itself, the Being in which al1 being is 
rooted, then these ostensibly human values can be seen to be etemal and 
rooted in the ultimacy of God. Such a God is, however, not a theistic God. It 
is a God whose Being emerges as aiI being is enhanceci, whose Life is 
revealed as al1 life is lived, whose Love is rnanifested as al1 love is shared, and 
whose identity is revealed when bamen are broken and community is 
formed 12 
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Again, as heuristic research involves the writer of the paper in the paper, 1 will 

continue to address the topic of human nature, good, evil or just plain crazy, including my 

own experiences and perceptions. As the viewpoint of Hobbes was that humani9 is just 

plain craq,  that is the viewpoint 1 have adopted in the communication of who we are as 

people in this world, as Christians and for me, as a United Church member. 

At the beginning of this Chapter, 1 suggested the Eden sins mi@ be cunosity and 

blarning. One of the dictionary definitions of curiosity is a saange or rare object. 

Sometimes it seems as if knowledge is a strange or rare object, or even a crazy object, 

something made up of many small patches or large and srnall patches stitchtd topther to 

make a whole. The definitions given by orthodox, liberal and liberation theolopies of sin are 

a patch work of theories which are the attempt to unravel the mystenes of human nature. 

Each generation adds to the patchwork by either adding another patch or trying to replace 

one piece of the t ape sv  with another. 

The United Church is crazy - a patchwork of the basic theologes that the churches of 

union put together in a datement which the people of the day. who were working toward 

union, could accept. The craziness continues today, as the United Church defines and 

redefines sin, or considers whether to literalize the Basis of Union. We are a curiosity, a rare 

object that started with a diverse base, and has increased the diveeity. 

The second sin, blarning, is one that I feel is embedded in the United Church. After 

the meeting of the 1988 General Council, some members lefi the church, blaming the 

delegates at that General Council for conflict in the church due to the denomination's 



becoming more inclusive of gay and lesbian persons. The blaming continues today, with 

ongoing trauma and lawsuits. 

In local churches, breakdoivns in pastoral relations lead to blaming and the 

dysfunction that results from blaming instead of reviewing and leaming from our ovm 

actions. We need a Hobbes to remind us of our own faults when we enter into the sin of 

blaming. The Eden sin of blaming remains a part of the image of who we are. 

The sin of blaming is also a part of the United Church in the disputes over declaring 

what is orthodox. Those who wish to declare a position as onhodox blame those who 

question the position or see it as trying to steer the United Church in the wrong direction. 

The sin is not in the declarinç what is onhodox or not. but in the blaming those with other 

viewpoints for causing rifts in the United Church. The orthodox blarne the unorthodox, the 

unorthodox blame the onhodox, and some sit and wonder wbat onhodox is and what the fuss 

is al1 about. Crazy! 

The doctrine of Original Sin which has been developed by Augustine began, not with 

Jesus of Nazareth, but with Paul as he tried to look at the cracks in human nature. The 

doctrine has been the source of disputes since then, with those who want to have their own 

position become the cennal one, declaring it orthodox and defending it against heresies. 

Disputes over original sin continue. John Spong who discounts the Eden m-i, still struggles 

with the crazed glaze of humans, and decides the fault is a "selfish gene." So it seems that 

both those who follow creationist theories and those who move to evoi:itionary theories 

agree that there might be, in humankind, some basic flaw, in contrat to Matthew Fox who 



declares Our basic eoodness. In each, there is an element of blaming others for not having 

found or accepted the same viewpoint. The human image is crazy. 

In exploring -ce, the same method was used and, of course. there were different 

rheolo_eical constructs of grace. The definition of gace is dependent upon the definition of 

sin. In general, however. it would seem that _mace 1s a regenerating, renewing, inspinng and 

strengthening influence. However the theologies view grace, it is a time of coming into a 

renewed relationship with God, with feliow humans, a n 4  in some cases, a renewed 

relarionship with the earth. 

In a cartoon ship referred to eariier in this chapter, Calvin has a buneffly in the jar, 

and Hobbes makes the statement that some people would put rainbows in the zoo. Calvin 

pauses, then sets the butterfiy free. As the butterfiy flies away, Calvin is in a different 

relationship. He and the bunerfly are both free to explore their world. The moment of 

freeing the bunerfly is a moment of grace for Calvin. He has accepted that he has broken a 

harmonious relationship, and takes a nep into renewed relationship. It is interesting that 

Hobbes doesn't tell hirn what is wrong, he  simpiy makes a staternent and lets Calvin draw 

his own conclusions. Hobbes's parabolic staternent was similar to the parables of Jesus of 

Nazareth. 

I find it interesting that previously in this chapter, when 1 looked at the strips to find 

exarnples of where Calvin found grace, 1 looked at instances of where his parents forgave 

Calvin. in reflecting on the conclusion, the strip where Calvin freed the butterfiy came to 

mind. The rime of _mce cornes after Calvin has taken the action of freeing the butteffly. 

Grace depends upon a response to a reaiization that we can make choices and as a result, 
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find harmony with the world we \ive in. This fits into the liberation rnodel which includes 

creating freedom and a change of relationship. 

Liberation in the strip happens when Calvin fiees the bunerfly. and in tum is freed 

from the need to hold the bunerfly in the jar. Grace is entering into the meaning of the 

parable in such a way that living the parable can offer us liberation and a uni- with God. 

with those around us and with the world we live in. This cafioon strip is in a collection titled 

It's a Magical World. Grace is living the magic in the magical world. a 
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Cha~ter  4 

The Bip Chicken 

The image of God as a big Chicken is one which I find to be hilarious. A roosrer. 

complere with comb and wattles. stmts about the chicken house, crows at dam. and has a 

function of either providing sarne genetic material for funire generations of chickens or as a 

prime ingredient in chicken soup. Clearly he is a he, so God language is e q :  God is He. If 

the chicken is a hen. it becomes problematic, whether she lays the eggs to produce a i h r e  

eeneration of chickens. or for a base for scrambled eggs, God carmot. in some circles, be 
C 

referred to as she without a great deal of clucking. While baby chicks are cute and look good 

dyed ridiculous colors ar Easter, we d o i t  know without serious looking whether they are 

male of female, so what pronoun could we use when we are not saying chick, chck, chick? 

Then when the idea of heaven becomes a big chicken coop in the sky, the idea reaches the 

epitome of either the ndiculous or the hurnorous, or, perhaps, both. However, the image is 

not to be taken literally. Wattenon assures us that Calvin is not a literal six year old so we 

don? have to take the image of big chicken literally either. 



Calvin's vocabulaxy puzzles some readers, but Calvin has never been a literal 
six-year-old Curnbersorne words are funny to me, and I like Calvin's ability 
to precisely articulate stupid ideas. 2 

However, the image of God as a big chicken can free the creative, intuitive, spiritual 

imagnation to explore whoiwhat God is. If we free ourselves from literalizing God. and thus 

putting God into one static image, we can enter into finding God in new wvays, in new 

images, and new paradigms of hurnan life and the God relationship can corne into being. 

In the beginning God created. 

Genesis, a stov of begimings. tells the story of God who created humans in the 

image of God. 

The second story which includes the second and third chapters of Genesis has been 

the story e'rarnined in the previous chapters and depicts God in Eden. shaping a human fiom 

the humus, an earthling, and breathing the breath of life into the form. God walks with the 

humans, talks with the humans, then evicts rhem before the? eat of the rree of life and 

become permanent tenants. The image is of a God who takes a direct approach to dealing 

with the earthlings. Somehow, after Eden, the approach seems to become much less direct. 

We live beyond Eden, but still want to find the God of Eden. Or do we? 

Since humans fim began to expiore the rnysteries of life, and the relationships 

between humans, the earth, the cosmos, and wonder how al1 of these fit togethet, there has 

been a search for reason and order in the universe and the meaning of human existence. The 

feeling of being small in a large worid creates a feeling of awe, of wonder, and often of feu. 

In a mip  in It's A Maeical World, Calvin and Hobbes are out exploring in the woods. 
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Calvin comments, "Almost everywhere you go, you cm hear people, radios and al1 kinds of 

engines." 

In the centre of this strip, not enclosed by any frame, he looks up and says. "When 

you're actually confronted with the stillness of nature, it's kind of stanling." 

- - no'oàes says, "W hy, you can even hear yourself think." 

Calvin replies, '-Let3 go inl this is making me nervous." 3 

Calvin hears the silence of the world around him and nins inside to escape the 

silence. Perhaps our anceston , too, felt the weight of the silence, and needed a God and a 

carnpfire to face the mystery. We, in this modem world, still feel the need to find Goci, and 

make meaning in our world. The search for meaning becomes the search for an image of 

God, a fom which we can find as a place in which we [ive and move and have our being. 

In Chnstianity. the God we often confiont is FATHER - referred to by the pronoun 

HE, who is one pan of the Trinity, Father, Son and Holy Spirit, with the pronoun He used 

when refemng ro each pan of the Trinip. 

Both Short and Jewett use the pronoun He for Go4 giving an image of an exclusive 

male God. who accepts. 

"Let us celebrate in the firrn conviction that the second Adam, our Lord Jesus Christ, 
has opened the only path to genuine peace - peace with Go4 and peace with nvals 
everywhere. '' 4 

Here Jewett offers the image of Chnst as second Adam, an image which originated in 

Pauline writings. and was canied forward in Augustine, into onhodox theological images of 

the Trinity. Here, a new earthling becomes part of God Jewett reveals his idea of the 



exclusive God as 

he refers to God, 
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he says 'The onlv path." jewen also uses male pronouns exclusively when 

The creator does not ordinanly corne out into the open as in the film Oh, 
Gotl! in which he takes the form of a detrmined George Burns who 
perfoms public miracles to convince the world of his message. 5 

Virginia Rarney Mollenkon. in The Devine Ferninine The Biblical Imaoery of God as 

Female devotes her first chapter to the problerns sunounding the use of male l a n p g e  -3 

exclusively when referring to god then States that: 

Here I want to delve deeper into just one way in which the bible supports 
human sexual equality and muniality: the images of God as female that 
sprinkle the sacred writings of Judaism and Chnstianity. 6 

Mollenkott then uses the chapters in her book to explore images of god as the 

Godhead, as a woman in the process of giving binh, the Shekinah, Chnn as female pelican, 

God as mother bear. There is, as Mollenkon points out, a multiplicity of tèmale images in 

the Bible, both in Hebrew and in Christian Scriptures. Mollenkoa writes that: 

The combination of Wisdom/Chnst leads to a healthy blend of male and 
female imagery that empowers everyone and works beauti full y to symbolize 
the One God who is neither male nor female and yet both male and female. 7 

When Hobbes, the stuffed tiger, becomes the Hobbes of Calvin's imer reality, there 

dues not appear to be a pnder attached to Hobbes. Perhaps Hobbes is neither male nor 

female, yet both male and female. 

Jewen offers another image of Goci, as the God of tender mercies. He says God is 

God of Abraham and Sarah, but ornits Hagar, so God becornes the God of legitimate 



relationships. Interestingly, Hagar is the first biblical character to give God a name. She 

calls God "The One who sees (me)." 

-'For the God of tender mercies is the final source of any knowledge vie may 
have into the mystery of life. The God of Abraham and Sarah and Paul is the 
one "who gives life to the dead and calls that which does not exin into 
being". . . .even in America! " s 

Another image Jewen offen is a God of vengeance, both in this life and in the next. 

We can help Our national adversanes in this life, because God will get thern in the next life. 

It seems like a strange motive for helping. 

Seconci, there is a need to develop contemporary ways to "pile up 
burning coals" on the heads of advenaries. While misting in the final 
vengeance of God whether in this life or the next, there is the practical task 
of feeding enemies and seeking the welfare of abusen. Rather than 
retaliating against neighbors, the challenge is find ways to help them. Rather 
than simply seeking the defeat of national advenaries, the challenge is to 
discover ways to assist them. This is not to condone their cnmes or to 
dirninish the injuries they have caused; if Paul is right, the crimes of our 
enemies and our own cnmes will be avenged in God's good time. both in this 
world and the next. In the meanwhile, it makes sense to set about the 
business of seeking to overcome evil with good. Only in this way will it be 
possible ûuly to become instruments of God's peace. For "vengeance is 
mine, 1 will repay, says the Lord." 9 

Short, in a chapter in The Parables of Peanuts, called "Jesus - the God Dog", writes 

the entire chapter on the divinity of Jesus. His descriptions are vivid. 

.... this lowly man; this ugly, uneducated, insignificant Rabbi fiom out of the 
sticks of Nazareth, t h s  self-asserting, gloomy carpenter's son, "whose father 
and mother and brothers and sisters they knew," (Donne) this "authoritarian" 
itinerant preacher and vagabond, with no credentials and no place to lay his 
head - was God! Was the man in whom "the complete being of Goci," by 
God's own choice, came to dwell. io 



Some of the adjectives Short uses to describe Jesus are ones we don't ofien find: 

ugly, self-asserting, gloomy. 1s this the sarne Jesus who tumed water into wine at the 

wedding feast and perhaps drank some of the winr. and enjoyed himself? Whatever the 

adjectives, for S h o ~  God is Jesus. and Jesus is Cod. An imaginative leap can see God 

having a glass of wine or two and dancing, enjoying life. 

Short continues: 

"Nevertheless, this is the "bestial" decision laid before men: the d o p a  of the God-Dog - 
that this wretched. humiliated outcasr, this: "stumbling stone" was eitlier Go& or he was 
not." 11 

Short's image that he uses is of God-Dog, an interesting one when we consider how 

dogs leave their mark on the world. Short offen an image of God: 

We have said that the Christian is finally distinguished From the non-Christian 
by something the Christian h o w s  about the finale of history: etemal salvation 
has already k e n  made sure once and for a11 time and for al1 men through 
Jesus Chnst. i z  

Short offen the image of God Dog, and Calvin gives us the image of God as a big 

chicken. Any image, as dos or chicken @es a new metaphor to invite fùrther exploration of 

what God is like. 

in the Basis of Union, the doctrine of God is offered in Article 2; 1. A doctrine of 

God is the first theology set OUI in this document, perhaps because God was the begiming 

point of the discussions, or perhaps the negotiaton at the time decided to frame the Basis of 

Union, on typical systematic theological orderings. 

Article 1. OfGod. We believe in the one only living and me Go4 a Spirit, 
infinite, eternal, and unchangeable, in His being and perfections; the Lord 
Almighty, who is love, most just in al1 His ways, most glorious in holiness, 



unsearchable in wisdom, plenteous in mercy, full of compassion, and 
abundant in goodness and mith. We wonhip Him in the uni. of the Godhead 
and the mystery of the Holy Trinity, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, 
three persons of the sarne substance, equal in power and glory. 13 

In the article. Qf G d ,  we find that God is rhree Persons, The Father, The Son and 

The Holy Spirit. Ln the Big Chicken image, this could leave God as the rooster, the Holy 

Spirit as the hen, and the baby chick as the Son, Jesus. The strip says there will be eternal 

consequences. If we consider these images in fowl tenns, some would see the image as 

meaning that only chickens will enter intn heaven, the big chicken coop in the sky. Neither 

geese nor ducks nor turkeys nor any other feathered beings could enter into paradise. For 

many Chnstians this image would be a true one. as they cxpect only their own species of 

Christian to experience the reward of heaven. This could be a literalized interpretation. As 

Wattenon tells us, Calvin is not a literal six year old, so perhaps the image of God as a big 

chicken is not to be taken literally. However, there still may be etemal consequences in 

whatever image we find of God. 

Humans expect that only the human species will find the heaven of being eternally 

connected with God. Calvin knows that there would be no such t hng  as a heaven without 

Hobbes, only loneliness and loss and the grief of separation from Hobbes. Perhaps the Big 

Chicken God would include al1 species, and stuffed tigers in the etemal consequences. 

The sudden revelation of God as Big Chicken cornes to Calvin as he is eating a med. 

On the Emmaus road, the revelation of the risen Christ came as a meal was eaten. We 

recognize God in the sharing of food Also, if God is incarnate in creation, then al1 good is 

an eating of some God-ness. Each time we eat, we eat a communion meal. 



The image of God camed down through the centuries of Chnstianity has frequently 

been that of the male God: our Father in heaven. The furor over hearing the terni Mother 

God or the use of the pronoun "she" when refemng to God has caused clerg to be berated 

by church rnembers who are homfied at the idea of God as she. 

'Mniit: wrirers, modern w-riters, srate that the name tiod means neither male nor 

female, the continued use of the pronoun "he" always conjures up male images. Part of the 

problem is that English is a gendered langage, and with a choice of he, she. or it, no one 

would choose to cal1 God it, so "he" remains the pronoun of choice. Ln most of the Chnstian 

traditions God has been seen as maie. Alister McGrath reflects: 

Both Old and New Testaments use male l a n p g e  about God. The Greek 
word fheos is unquestionably masculine, and most of the analogies used for 
God throuehout Scnpwe - such as father, king, and shepherd - are male. 
Does this mean that God is male? t-l 

While McGrath suggests that the use of father, hurnan, gves us insights into the 

nature of God, he does not go on to say that Mother would also be a useful image. It is 

interesting that McGrath uses the term sexuality instead of gender in his stating why the use 

of a male image is appropriate. 

In stating that there has been some rnovement away From the concept that God is 

male, McGrath points out that the 1994 Roman Catholic Catechsm mtes: 

"He is neither man nor woman; he is God He also transcends human fatherhood and 
rnotherhood, although he is their origin and standard; no one is father as God is Father." 1s 

This seerns rather ironic: "hem is neither man nor woman. "He" remains the pronoun 

used, and God remaùis clearly defined as Father. This image of God as male remains in 



many churches. In the United Church there has been a deliberate movernent toward 

inclusive /an-gage, including the publication of a pamphlet, Just Lanwi~e .  - This 

recognition that humans come in two genders. By acknowledging that both wornen and men 

are retlections of the image of Go4 there is a recognition that it is appropnate to use both 

renders as meraphoricai descriprions of (304. 
t 

Brian Wren, a British theolopian and hymn writer addresses the same problem: 

Male dominance is a theological problem because God creates us in 
two coequal genders and does not intend that one should subordinate the 
other. A civilization built on male dominance and female subordination is a 
profound distortion and sin, but not irnmutable. It has arisen in our his~ory 
and prehistorv, so can change and be superseded. 

Langage is my panicular concem. The systematic and almost 
exclusive use of male God-language, in a faith in which God is revealed as 
incarnate in a male human being, gives a distorted vision of God and supports 
male dominance in church and society. The distortion pes  deep, in liturgies, 
creeds, hymns, and the language of the Bible. 16 

In his discussion, Wren does not retum to the assumption thar God really is Father. 

and male. It is interesting that while McGrath speaks of sexuality, Wren uses the word 

aender. 
C 

In his book What Lanmia~e shall I Borrow?, Wren discusses the use of language and 

image:ery in worship. While we are now an increasingly secular society, the intluence of 

language used remains imprinted on society. Because the westem society in which we live 

developed with male dominant images and lan-wge for God uçed in the Church, those 

images and male-oriented language are still being felt, embedded in the psyche of the 

western nations. The use of "mankind' for humans or humanity and the exclusive use of the 



pronoun "he" have resulted in the idea that the male should be dominant, should have a 

dominant role in society. 

While Wren w u  instructing a course at a seminan in Chicsgo, he w o t e  3 h p n  

based on the imzges cf God the c l s s  had çiven to him: 

"Name Unnamed" is an attempt io reverse that process, express what 
happened to the divine name, and delight in the irnpossibility of pinning a label 
on God. The hymn therefore begins and ends with this, and continvally retums 
to it. Set against this reticence is a pageant of devcloped metaphors, including 
"Beautifid Movement," "?.4&er of Rainbows," "Weaver of Stones," "Straight- 
Tnlking Lover," "Midwife of Changes," "Darede~il Gambier," m d  '-Life- 
Giving Loser." Thou* some lines are my own, the h p n  3s a whole is dmvn 
from God-metaphon coined by different goups of people. My experience 
suggests that many people weicome a more varied vocabulary for naming and 
praising God and can themselves contribute to it. 17 

While the group did not corne up with a name of Goci, an image of God as Big 

Chicken, could well be added. Jesus already imnged God as mother hen (Big Chicken) 

when he talked of how he longed to gather the residents of Jenisalem as a hen gathers her 

chicks. (Matthew 1337 and Luke 1334) The outstretched w i n g  in the divine presence in 

the temple sheltered Isnel. The image of being sheltered under the rving of God was ÿsad 

in the Psdms. (Psalm IT8, 57: 1,6 1 :4) nie fierce love of a protective mother hen is an 

image whch fiils Calvin's Big Chicken concept of Goci 

Elizabeth A. Johnson critiques the paucity of names for God in western Chrisrianity 

and compares it to a rich list of m e s  used in Africa 

John Mbiti, for exmple, has compiled a list of narnes for G d  used by 
distinct peoples throughout Africa where religious sensibility was originally 
shaped by mong communal experience and closeness to n3n~e. Outside the 
gerieric use of the term God with either a male or female referent, the most 
fkequently used term for the divine is Creator. Even a partial sampling reveals 



how diverse are the ways in which that theme is played out: God is called the 
Great Mother, Supreme One, Fashioner, Designer, Father, Distributor, Carver, 
Molder, Hewer, Excavator, Architect of the world. la 

One of the problems of finding God in relatedness, has been the problem of where we 

find God in creation. and how we name the way we find God in creation. Some of the frar 

of pantheism has left Chnstianity detached from creation, and because of this, detached From 

God as Creator. Johnson addresses this problem with the concept of panentheism. 

Here is a mode1 of free, reciprocal relation: God in the world and the world in 
God while each remains radically distinct. The relation is mutual while 
differences remain and are respected. As with classical theisrn no proponion 
between finite creatures and divirie mynery is set up: the disparity between 
them is absolute. But the absoiute difference between Creator and creature is 
encircled by God who is al1 in all. 19 

Johnson wrote about panentheisrn as a Roman Catholic woman. Marcus Borg also 

wondered about the problem, and came to the same solution. 17 

But panentheism affirms both transcendence (God7s othemess or 
moreness) and immanence (God's presence). God is not to be identified with 
the sum total of thing. Rather, God is more than cverything, even as God is 
present everywhere. God is d l  around us and within us. and we are within 
God 20 

Both are written in the last five years. There is an excitement in the way writers are 

considering how we relate to God and to the earth, in how we narne God and ourselves in 

relationship with the earth. This renaming is closely related to the writen who are now 

considering the abuse of the earth as sin, as outlined in the 1 s t  chapter. 



The relationship of human, God and earth in a respecthl and creative pattern has 

been a longing of humans before we began to explore and reflect on what this meant. If we 

name creation as "it" and ourselves as separate, we miss some of God. We miss the 

indwelline presence of God. the p u n d  of our being. The need of interdependence, and our 

sense of awe and mystery about the earth we inhabit was one of the subjects of Manin 

Buber's 1 and Thou. 

That you need Goci more than anything, you know at al1 times in your 
hean. But d o i t  you know also that God needs you - in the fullnrss of his 
etemity, you? How would man exist if God did not need him, and how would 
you exist? You need God in order to be, and God needs you - for that which 
is the meaning of your life. ..... 

Creation - happens to us, bums into us, changes us, we tremble and 
swoon, we submit. Creation - we participate in it, we encounter the creator, 
offer ounelves to him, helpers and companions. 21 

Buber deals with separation, detachment, the separation that happens when we treat 

things or people, or even God as an object, and an object from which we are discomected, 

for which we have no feeling. This feeling of disconnection, named as sin, is lost in the 

disconnection of the two beings. As Schleiemacher has been one of the theologians in the 

exploration of sin, he will also be part of this exploration of God. In his writings, 

Schleiermacher talks of the feeling of dependence upon God. 

The common element in al1 howsoever diverse expressions of piety, by which 
these are conjointly disthguished from al1 other feelings or, in other words, 
the self-identical essence of piety, is this: the consciousneçs of being 
absolutely dependent, or, whch is the same thing, of being in relation with 
God, 22 



Buber States that we need God and God needs us. Schleiermacher wrote about being 

in relationship with God. Schleiemacher says that we never do exist except along with each 

other, meaning God and humans CO-exist. Schieiermacher also says that relationship with 

God includes a total feeling of dependence and that we can never feel totally independent. 

Schleiermacher writes of the God - human relationship and attempts to define that 

relationship. In the writing he does not mention God as Trinity, but God as God. There 

appears to be in Schleiemacher , a development toward what Spong speaks of as God as the 

ground of being, (drain from Paul Tillich's work) God as the foundation of a relationship in 

which we find our humanity. 

In the cartoon strip, when Hobbes changes from being a stuffed toy to being alive in 

Calvin's world. the live Hobbes has his ground of being in Calvin3 imagination. To others 

he remains a stuffed toy. Do we have our gromd of being in God's imagination or does God 

have God's ground of being in the human imagination? Perhaps we become fully alive and 

not a ciay figurine when we realize God as our ground of being. 

T ~ n g  to define the Holy, and the experience of the holy was Rudolf Ono's basis of 

The Idea of the Holv. in this book he critiques Schleiermacher, then uses Schleiermacher's 

basic concept to name what he calls the "myneriurn tremendurn". Otto attempts to name 

the mystical experience of oneness with the uitimate, which is at once a feeling of awe and 

of holy dread. Otto writes: 

But whatever our thought may be upon this matter, one thmg at any 
rate holds good: the meaning of the Christian knowledge that is by faith lies in 
this, that Christ Himself who really died was brought again by God to reai life 
and perfected unto the glory of the eternd life of God; and that we lie in 
expectation of the same with Him. u 
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However, Otto is not a literalist, identi-ing some of the stories in the Bible the title 

of holy legend stating that in the holy legend is the sarne etemal Spirit of God. 

Calvin rxperiences some of the feeling of mysterium tremendum when he 

experiences the feeling of being srnall in a large world. As he and Hobbes stan out into the 

stiiiness of he woods. Caivin says: "Airnosr everywhere you go, you can hear people. radios 

and al1 kinds of engines." 

In the nea  frarne, Hobbes says, "Why you can even hear yourself think." 

Calvin responds. This is making me nervous. Let's go in." 

Watterson leaves the centre frame open, not boxed in. The world is beyond the small 

frame, vast and awesome. Calvin goes in, away fiom the feeling of being in such an open 

space. The rxperience of rnysterium tremendum leaves Calvin very aware of his small 

stature in the v a t  expanse. 

The feeling of mystery or awe in the face of God has been an exploration into the 

relationship between God, human and the earth. There does not seem, to be any renaming of 

God, but an exploration of the relationship between God and human. 

In Weaving the Visions part two is entitled "Naming the Sacred", 24 realizing that it 

is when we begin to name the sacred that the names are important. in this section of the 

book, seven feminist writen address the problem of naming the Sacred in names that go 

beyond the images of God which are reduced to male pronouns. When we refer to God as 

He, or rarely, as She, we are imaging and naming God in human terms, often with a certain 

amount of anthropomorphuing. It was as a response to these vvritings that Wren, whose 

renamings of God opened the issue of naming God in this chapter, did his renaming. As we 



have now observed some attempts to narne how we experience God, we r e m  again to the 

whole matter of naming. Whether it is in naming the Holy, or the panentheistic relationship, 

our experience of God ofien begins with words for God and, explores our experience of God, 

then looks again at how we name and rename. 

Wniiz Kren uses a wicie varie. of names, Sallie McFague directly approaches the 

problem of naming God in male/female tems quite directly. 

If we are, then, to be concrete, personal, and nonidolanous in our talk 
about God, we have no alternative but to speak of God in female as well as 
male tems, to use "she" as well as "he," and to realize that in so doing we are 
not amibuting passive and numinng qualities to God any more than we are 
attributing active and powerful qualities. Or to Say it difierently, we are 
attributing human qualities: we are irnaging God on analogy with human 
beings, and so far that is a11 that we are doing: God is she and he and neither. 
25 

Whde McGrath writes about God as Father as a way of naming human/God relationships, 

he does open the viewpoint of God as Mother in naming a relationship. "God as mother is 

parent to ail species and wishes al1 to Aounsh." 2s 

In this renaming of God in female images, we can use the image of God as mother hen, 

numiring and caring for her chicks. Images, as the big chicken, if not taken literally cnui broaden 

the way we see God, the way we can rename Goci, clairning perceptions and feelings that are part 

of the human experience as we explore the God in whom we live and move and have our being. 

Marcia Falk sums it up this way: 

And so we fmd we must create new images to convey our visions, and 
to do so we must be patient (though not passive), for images will not be called 
into being by sheer acts of will alone. Rather we leam what artisb know well: 
that authentic images arise fiom our uncooscious as gifts; that out of our 



living, from our whole, engaged selves, with the support of our communities, 
the images that serve us will emerge. We mut t m t  the journey. a 

It is interesting that Falk wote  rhe above staternent as she was smiggling to create 

blessings using new images, blessings for the ordinary thing of life: bread, wine, welcoming 

the Sabbath. If this image of blessings is applied to the big chicken image, the question 

remains: how can we be thankful for the ordinary things of life? When the chicken is eaten, 

and becomes a pan of Calvin, Calvin will be thankful for life and growth and Hobbes. When 

Calvin has eaten his chicken, he has absorbed something of the Holy, something that 

mengthens. empowers and energized him. The Big Chicken has entered into him, has 

become one with him. in this imaee, there can be a thankfulness that we are in communion 

with God and God is in us. 

One of the advantages and disadvantages of the strip is that, with the exception of 

one wedding scene, we never see Calvin and church. We don't see Calvin reacting to any 

statements any minister may have to make about God. We see God as big chicken, and can 

extrapolate From there, using the name to open ro other narning. We can use the strip to 

explore some of the ways God is named and the feelings about God 

In a smp which 1 find both arnusing and disturbing, 

Hobbes asks: "Do you think there's a God?" 

Calvin replies: "Well, somebody's out to get me." zs 

Unfominately, the Christian God has often been seen as a God who was out to "get" 

people, to condernn them to hell fire, for ever and ever. In this image of a God who would 



condemn us for being human is a God who needs somehow to be appeased. The appeasing 

of a god through vanous sacrifices has been an image in many religions, and people made 

sacrifices to deflect the god's anger from themselves to whatever or whomever was being 

sacnficed. 

This sense of a god who is  out to get you is the God present in some Christian circles 

In the doctrine of original sin, some of this image remains. In some cases, people are 

baptised in order to remove the stain of onginal sin that leads to hell. It leads to the 

deathbed baptism, chapter one, when the father wanted the daughter baptised as death 

i ns uranc e. 

Shon adheres to this doctrine and rnocks those who question. 

Charlie Brown sounds very rnuch like a follower of Pelagius, who also was 
"accustorned..to cal1 attention to the capacity and character of human nature 
and to show what it is able to accornplish." However, Pelagianism itself was 
brought d o m  to earth by being condemned as heresy at the third General 
council in Ephesus in 43 1. But, as Pascal once complained, the Church will 
always have its share of Pelagians. One elderly latter-day pillar of the 
Church, after having the doctrine of Original Sin explained to her, i s  said to 
have exclaimed angrily, : "Well, if al1 of us really are as bad off as al1 that, 
then God help us!" In the case of Pelagianism, it is often dificult ro know 
whether to weep or to la&. 29 

God according ro this is out to get us, have us mired in orignal sin, and damned to 

hell. Further, only those who believe in Jesus Christ will be saved. 

We have said that the Christian is finally distingushed from the non-lhristian 
by something the Christian knows about the finale of history: eternal salvation 
has already been made sure once and for al1 time and for al1 men through 
Jesus Christ 30 



Mile not many United Church people today would ascnbe to sacrificial theology, it 

is still a doctrine held by some: 

"in the light of this relationship, love took on the forrn of sacrifice and self-giving. God the 
Father gave his Son for us." 31 

- 
L nere is hope. There are visions of a God who is not out to get us, a God that does 

not need some image of blood sacrifice to free humanity fiom original sin. 

The transforming rvent of God's love is seen not in private or static terms, but 
in communal, dynamic terms. People become Christians not by personally 
accepting cenain d o p a s  derived From the work of a bygone savior, but by 
living now in the presence of God's love to bring about universal 
transformation and fulfillment. n 

Two images have been presented in the chapter on God: God as big chicken, and God 

who is '-out to get you." There are intimations of both images in the United Church today. 

The way we live and work and worship shows the image we prefer: a non literalized God of 

many images, or a literal God who in the end will condemn us to an etemal hell, if we do not 

corne to God in one prescribed way. The tension benveen the two ways of seeing God, as 

Big Chicken or as condemning devinity can be painful, as the image of God is also an image 

of how we see good and evil, our human selves and death. 

Entering into this exploration is not easy. It would be easier to remain with 

traditional images and ideas of God that are already present in today's world. 

My first experiences of God were in the Church of Go4 Anderson, Illinois, the 

church that Charles Schulz, the author of Peanuts served as a lay preacher, so the mernories 

are doubly poignant 
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God was presented as male, out to get al1 miserable sinners who could obtain relief 

from Our human condition if only we would corne to the altar, and be saved. I was terrified 

of the idea of dying sometime, unsure whether 1 would spend çtemity in a literal fie- hell. It 

takes a long time for these mernories to fade, for the fears to lessen. [t takes even longer to 

ieam that those mernones are false and do not onginate with God but with people. çspeciaily 

people who live fearfully. 

The image of God as Big Chicken has been fun to explore, and has been liberating. 

Each such voyage to find a God of new and helpful images helps to rernove some of the 

threatening and destructive images of the God who was out to get me. The images in Brian 

Wren's writings, C in Elizabeth Johnson. in the ferninist w-ritings in Weavine the Visions, in 

John Spongos work, and Marcus Borg's wntings. are images that open a window, provide a 

lens into seeing God in new ways. The multiplicity of images is rather like a c r q  quilt. 

unique, colourful and warming, which c m  guide us to patch together the wom places left by 

old images. 

Thank God for Big Chickens! 
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Cha~ter 5 

Last thiws: Summarv and Implications 

Even afier spending houn of examining the cartoons as this thesis progressed. 1 snil 

love Calvin and Hobbes. 1 love Calvin's flights into the never-never land of dinosaun, the 

way he becomes Spiff and Tremendous Man, makes deranged snowmen. 1 love the way 

Hobbes offers insights. Exploring the smp to wite a thesis has always been fun, even if 

t y n g  to totally comprehend al1 of the theological wntings hasn't always bcen entirely 

enjoyable. 

The study of the theological themes and implications of the themes in Calvin and 

Hobbes has been an exploration of a magical worid - the world of thoughr and action in 

cmoon strips. When, a few yean ago, 1 decided to consider this as a thesis topic, I began to 

read and reread the notes, and write in my journal about the strip's theological world. 1 have 

a dozen collections of cartoon stnps by Wattenon. 

Three years ago, I read Short's, The Gos~el According to Peanuts and The Parables 

of Peanuts. Short eamed his way through univeeity by using the strips. He gave coior slide 

lectures, using the Peanuts cartoons to illumate his theological viewpoints. Shon uses the 

smps to support Aukwtinian theology, and to state his viewpoint on what he names as the 

Pelagian heresy. In other words, Shon used the strips to support his viewpoint of what he 

considered to be orthodox 



Short used the strips to: 

Therefore if there is some truth in an (and it must follow, as the night 
the dm, that the greater the art the more truth-full it will be) that the Christian 
observer can point to, he can then by this means speak a word to his brother 
who might not be willing to listen in an? other way. i 

Wdhen i decided to use the stnps for theologcal retlection at camps, at church 

meetings, in class studies, 1 did not use the strips the way Shon did. Instead, 1 handed the 

people in the study groups the books, with a question such as: where do you find God in the 

text? 1 was surpnsed how different groups would see things in the srrips thar 1 had not 

thought about. The results have been open and interesting discussion, and well-wom 

volumes of stips. I even had to replace The Essential Calvin and Hobbes, afier the first one 

became rain darnaged when a group lef? it lying on a picnic table at Canyon Church Camp. 

A year ago, 1 began to look at Jewett's Saint Paul Goes to the Movies, and looked at 

Jewett's analysis of rnovies through his interpretive lem. Jewett clearly stated his 

methodology : 

This book makes a case that Pauline theology in the Amencan scene 
should now begin to take account of the movies. One reason is that rnany 
contemporary Americans are shaped much more decisively by popular culture 
than by their forma1 education or their religious training. 

Furthemore Jewett stated his viewpoint that: 

"Penons who evaluate films on the basis of absolute, moral, and spiritual values are 
operating on the basis of this concept." i 

Jewen also narned which theologians he considered In panicular he cited Karl Barth 

as one who has shaped his viewpoht. 
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As 1 worked through this paper, I realized that much, if not al1 of my theological 

viewpoint was not orthodox. The way 1 had ued the cartoon strips in Bible studies was 

probably not panicularly orthodox, because my intention was not to support a viewpoint. but 

to encourage the groups to explore, discuss and corne to some of their o w  conclusions. My 

aniculated theologcal viewvpoint 1s a combination of liberal and liberation theology, as 

outlined by Dorothee Solle, and I used this for a window of exploration in this paper. 

The idea that the hurnan image might be just plain crazy at first surprised and then 

delighted me. I beean to realize that there was a great deal of mith in the concept just plain 

craq. When this assumption was applied to some of the theologies that we have inherited 

and protected by the fence of orthodoxy, some theologies appeared to me to be just plain 

crazy. Even the reasons for deciding what was orthodox and h ow onhodo- has been 

defined can appear crazy. The idea of crazy in craq quilt was a new lens to look at the 

United Church, and was a valuable lens for seçing what the church is like today. In Calvin 

and Hobbes Tenth Anniversarv Book, Wattenon wote his story about the strips, and as he 

clrarly stated he saw some of his mips as semons or as social comment, I believe the uses I 

have made of the smps were fùlly legitimized by Watterson's admission. Since Wattenon 

saw the strip as social critique, those theologies which ignore the ways we relate to the e h  

are not relevant to the strip. Schulz does not use his strip as  Wattenon does, as a fonn of 

social critique, so the theological constmcts that can be made or drawn from the mips are 

significantl y di fferent. 

Watterson saw his strip change, evolve, take on new aspects and address more social 

issues as the cartoons developed over the years. There has been a parallel change in 
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theologies today as more social issues are being addressed and more people are taking their 

theological constructs into such areas as ecofeminism. As the United Church has changea 

evolved, looking openly and honestly at such issues as gay and lesbian rights. and using 

alternate wonhip styles, exploring new wi t en  and new images, there is a counter rnovernent 

as some rnemben of the United Church attempt to establish a wpe of neo-onhodoxy which is 

claimed by those members to be the historic root of the United Church. This creates a crazy 

quilt of theologcal viewpoints. 

Cartoon strips have been on the North Amencan scene for just over a century. 

Studies which use the strip beyond a quick source of entertainment can give insight ininro 

current societal images and values. The strips both mirror society and are a critique at the 

same time. Watterson wntes: 

Putting myself in the head of a fictitious six-year-ola and a tiger 
encourages me to be more alen and inquisitive than 1 would otherwise be. 
Sometimes 1 resent the pressure to exploit every waking moment for shp 
ideas, but at its best, the mip makes me examine events and live more 
thoughtfully. 4 

One of the responsibilities of a reader might be to invest time and thought into reading 

cmoon strips, to ponder their intentions and purposes and to use the mips for more than 

simple enteminment. 

h the series of strips when the linle racoon dies, Calvin's mom helps him with the 

grief process as she explains that death is a natural part of life. Hobbes sits beside Calvin as 
C 

he grieves and assures him that he will not abandon him. The strip can be used to see an 

image of pastoral care. We can work with people to help them see that death is a part of 
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living. However, when the theologies of childhood haunt a penon, and the fear of original 

sin shapes a person's prief process, we can, like Hobbes, just be there. Calvin hugs Hobbes 

and Hobbes' warm fiiuv presence is a confort. 

The cartoon can be used as a tool when we are planning educational events. The 

sections on social and ecologcal issues can be used ro sparù discussions. The way 

Watterson uses the comment of Hobbes, "Sorne people would put rainbows in the zooog. to 

have people examine their points of view, to invite people ro change, cm be a very helphil 

process. 

In What Laneuage Shall I Borrow, Brian Wren talks about imagng and reimaging 

God by using unexpected adjectives and by moving away fiom stereotypes. The image of 

God as Big Chicken in the cartoon strip surprises the reader and delights as it uses a non- 

stereotypical image of God. Much excellent work has been done over the past quaner 

century including the work of feminist theologians who re-invisioned the ways we image 

God. However, this challenge to the traditional lanpage and imagery used for God has 

erupted in conflict. This is as mie in the United Church as in other denominations. The use 

of the cartoon in pleasant discussions was a method we used at camp to challenge young 

people. Most of them loved it and went on to identiQ images of their own. The smp can be 

used to challenge our traditional way of thinking about God that have led ro the gender 

stereotyping of human images. 

As a life-long leamer, (the United Church supports life-long leamers with gants 

regardless of theological perspective) I know that when we open ounelves to learning in 

unexpected places, such as in cartoon smps, we cm fuid fiesh insights into our theological 



perspectives. This works if we let the stnp speak to us instead of attempting to make the 

cartoons match our vision of the world and of life. When we leam through humor, through a 

cartoon stnp. we can leam in a relatively painless manner, even though the humor contains 

profound insights into human nature, and the way we see ourselves in the world. The 

humour keeps 

which we will 

us humbie, rooted in the earth ihurnusj h m  which humans emerred. and io 

retum. 

The End 
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